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Abstract
Correll, Katherine Elise. M.S. The University of Memphis. August, 2012. When
Damage is Constructive: Interactions of Hurricane Damage Levels with DisturbanceBased Forests. Major Professor: Arleen A. Hill, Ph.D.
Southern pine forests thrive on disturbance to remain in sub-climax species
composition. Wind disturbance can affect both the health and species composition of
forest vegetation and may force forests back to sub-climax stage if the effects of
hurricanes are managed properly. This work explores hurricane impacts on forest health.
Post-hurricane change is classified by measuring two components of forest health and
then assigning an outcome class based on the components. The components are
vegetation health (NDVI), and forest composition. Using Landsat imagery to quantify
baseline values, change is recorded for storms of different intensities. Findings classify
storms as having a positive, neutral or negative effect on the forest health and link this
effect to storm strength and to management priorities. Category 3 was found to be the
threshold for disturbance to have a positive impact on forest health if managed properly.
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Introduction
The environment is a dynamic, constantly changing system made up of natural
cycles. Here natural cycles of Southern Coastal Pine Forests are explored. Southern
Coastal Pine Forests, historically longleaf pine ecosystems, naturally depend on
disturbance to thrive at a sub-climax forest composition. These disturbances are
commonly fire based, but wind events can also contribute to the disturbance regime.
Depending on the strength, devastation, regrowth abilities, and other compounded issues
(such as built up fuel allowing for overly strong fire sequences or cracks in trees from
wind causing susceptibility to rot, disease, and insect infestation) the wind event can be
beneficial for the forest when managed properly. There is a range where disruptions are
helpful to dynamic disturbance-based Southern Coastal Pine Forests. A strong enough
disturbance may help a forest either remain in or move to a subclimax stage, which is the
goal for southern pine forests management. The target species of these forests, longleaf
pine, requires disturbance to remain the primary component of the forest. The goal of this
study is to identify ranges where a storm event is not strong enough to benefit a forest, is
strong enough to benefit a forest, and is too strong and therefore detrimental to a forest.
The signature of hurricane impacts on forests is established through comparison of time
series for multiple sites and hurricanes with different storm intensities. This work relies
on a combination of field observations, remote sensing derived observations, forest
manager interviews, and forest management reports. This study contributes to the
understanding of specific impacts of hurricanes on disturbance forests in the southeastern
United States. If this range can be identified, the expected effect of a storm can be used as
a planning tool for forest managers to prioritize post-hurricane management to promote
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the goal of expansion of longleaf pine. An understanding of how remote sensing could be
used systematically and without time intensive ground inspection to quantify these events
will allow for more time and cost-efficient decisions to be made by forest managers
following an event. By comparing multiple sites and events of different magnitudes and
integrating these results with field observations to create a time series of the signature of
forest impacts from hurricanes, the identified ranges of beneficial and harmful hurricane
effects will allow future management plans to be created on a case-by-case basis.
Hurricanes present a unique set of challenges for managers of southern pine
forests. In national forests, there is an emphasis on commerce which presents a blend of
forest management goals for timber harvest and for ecosystem preservation or restoration,
depending on the history and current state of the forest. Challenges abound in balancing
the natural historic ecosystem and protecting the private property interspersed through
these forests. Population growth and land development often encroach on forested areas
with many of the privately owned areas predating the dedication of national forest areas.
Protecting these private properties and inhabitants while keeping the schedule of frequent
burns required to maintain or restore southern pine forests has become a struggle due to
limitations imposed by funding and manpower in these areas. At the wild-urban interface
(WUI), property and human life needs to be protected from fire. Often, homes are built so
close to the forest that fire managers lack adequate space to build fire breaks or to
maneuver personnel and equipment while fighting fires. Another issue is caused where
regularly trafficked roads pass through the forest – even through undeveloped forest
areas. Burn managers not only have to manage fire, but also must manage smoke in these
areas. Smoke can cause poor visibility, sometimes leading to car accidents under certain
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conditions. Smoke can be much thicker when trees that have been grounded for some
time catch fire and start to smolder. Areas at the wild-urban interface are sometimes far
less intensively managed than core areas of the forest because of these difficulties
associated with close proximity of human development with a historic ecosystem.
To maintain a healthy longleaf pine ecosystem, burns are required every one to
three years. Since these burns are frequent, they are lower intensity ground fires. Forest
management aims for a rotation of two year burns in core areas of the forest. Due to
funding, safety, and other factors and considerations, some areas receive less frequent
burns. When this occurs, loblolly and hardwood trees and dense understory growth begin
to encroach. The ideal state of the historical longleaf pine forest is open savanna: an open
forest with spaced longleaf pines and grass cover on the ground. Areas of less frequent or
minimal burns are able to be identified by their thick understory and short line of sight.
When hurricanes impact a forest, they down trees and deposit litter and snags.
This disturbance can beneficially thin the forest, but the abundant debris on the ground
also constitutes a large quantity of standing fuel. Consequently, catastrophic fire is a
major concern after a hurricane. Ironically, the only practical way to dispose of litter from
a storm for most residents in a forested area is to collect and burn debris. In a situation
with so much standing fuel, however, this routine action could trigger a much larger fire
of such great area and intensity that it could be catastrophic to the forest, human life, and
to private property. Such a fire could easily demand far more manpower to control than
the local Forest Ranger Station has access to. Because of this concern, fires and burning
are often banned in the months following a hurricane. Because of the many clean up tasks
required after hurricanes, managers in National Forests often have to reprioritize tasks.
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The lack of manpower combined with fire risk means that hurricanes can delay scheduled
burns, allowing the understory to grow denser than usually preferred. While clean up
from a hurricane is costly and time consuming, the situation can actually present forest
managers with a valuable opportunity to move ahead more efficiently with ecological
restoration, especially once scheduled burns resume. Proper understanding and
management practices can allow for certain wind events to be treated as a tool for
ecological restoration.
Problem Statement and Hypothesis:
What types of forest changes result from different hurricane intensities? How
does this change affect forest health? Is there a detectable combination of vegetation
health and forest species composition that indicates disruption-recovery as opposed to
natural forest cycles? Together these research questions provide insight into how
Southern Pine Forests react to a disruption.
Literature Review
This study focuses on Southern Coastal Plain Pine Forests. The literature review
covers historic importance of the Longleaf Pine ecosystem, the stresses population
growth put on the longleaf pine ecosystem, and the eventual transition to a forest
dominated by mixed hardwood and loblolly pine. The history of frequent natural fire, fire
suppression, and the re-emergence of prescribed fires coupled with efforts to restore the
longleaf pine ecosystem in National Forests throughout the southeastern United States is
also discussed. Natural disturbances to this region include both fire and hurricanes, and
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different effects of both types of disturbance are examined to set the stage for utilizing
hurricane impacts as positive impact on southern coastal plain forests. Landsat imagery is
also described as a tool to track disturbance and recovery using image derived measures
such as Normalized Difference Vegetation Indices (NDVI) and general forest
classification.
Longleaf/Southern Coastal Forests
The southeastern coastal plain is a region composed of bottomland hardwoods
and well drained upland areas that have historically been dominated by pine. At the time
of European discovery, it is estimated that the area dominated by Longleaf Pine (Pinus
palustris) was 92 million acres (Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer 1995; Van Lear et al.
2005). This area, often made up of open stands of longleaf pine was maintained by
frequent burning. Overtime, affected by population expansion, land use change, industry
expansion, and policy change, the area comprised of longleaf pine stands dwindled to a
mere fraction of its original area. By 1935, 1975, and 1990 respectively, 20 million, 5
million, and 3.8 million estimated acres of longleaf pine remained in the United States
(Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer 1995).
Longleaf pine is a historically important ecosystem type to the southeastern
United States. Longleaf pine is an important habitat type for wildlife, and a healthy
longleaf ecosystem provides plant biodiversity in the understory (Harrar and Harrar
1962). Longleaf pine is also a valuable commercial resource, because these pines can
grow to a larger size than many other pine types now common in the area, and because
they provide a higher quality of lumber, along with other products that are derived from
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longleaf pine (Harrar and Harrar 1962). Longleaf pine was initially not harvested except
for local use. Around the turn of the 20th century, the supply of white pine (Pinus
strobus) was depleted in the northeastern United States. At this time, the focus of the
timber industry turned south to the abundant longleaf pine forests, and by 1905,
approximately half of the timber production in the United States came from the
southeastern longleaf pine forests (Harrar and Harrar 1962). As longleaf was cut,
however, it was not replaced with more longleaf pine. Agricultural areas cleared large
sections of longleaf pine forest, and during and after the Civil War, many agricultural
areas were abandoned. Area cleared for timber and abandoned agricultural fields were
filled with Loblolly Pine (Pinus taeda) due to successional characteristics and
preferential management techniques (Fox, Jokela, and Allen 2007). Loblolly
encroachment into areas previously dominated by longleaf pine is possible due to
differences in fire regime tolerances between the two species. Loblolly does not tolerate
fire in its juvenile stages. It is an early pioneer species, but is also shade intolerant, so
areas that transition to loblolly will eventually transition to hardwood (Kricher 1998).
Ultimately, two separate changes to the historic longleaf pine setting happened
concurrently and caused the transition from longleaf to loblolly pine. The combined
effect of intense logging and fire suppression policy implementation allowed the historic
longleaf pine forests to transition to loblolly and hardwood forest in huge areas of the
southeastern coastal plains (Van Lear et al. 2005; Way 2006). Forest management
techniques and practices were brought to the southeastern United States from other parts
of the country in the 19th and 20th centuries. Unfortunately, these practices were not
appropriate for the ecosystems native to the area, and the longleaf pine forests suffered
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from these forced management regimes. Longleaf pine is a fire dependent species
(Kricher 1998; University of Florida 2007). Chronic, low intensity fires are needed to
stop forest succession to hardwood and loblolly and to allow for seed germination (Van
Lear et al. 2005; Predmore, McDaniel, and Kush 2007). If fires are suppressed, a dense
hardwood understory grows which out competes any longleaf pine saplings that may
grow. Since longleaf pine is adapted to fire while other species of pines and hardwoods
that grow in the region are not, frequent, low intensity fires serve to control the
understory growth and allow the longleaf pine ecosystem to persist (Way 2006; Knapp et
al. 2011). Without frequent fire to control the loblolly and hardwood which are constantly
trying to invade, these species will quickly grow to a size where they are no longer
susceptible to fire and the forest will progress to an ecosystem type not historically
common in the southeastern United States (Mitchell et al. 2009). Only with frequent fire,
something almost eradicated from the southeastern United States by the mid 20th century,
will longleaf pine ecosystems persist and flourish (Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer 1995;
Fowler and Konopik 2007).
Longleaf pine is well adapted to fire because of physiological differences between
themselves and other species of pines. Their thick bark protects the tree from fire in the
adult stage, and the thick needles protect the tree from fire while in the grass stage, at a
stage where the root system develops before vertical tree growth takes place (Harrar and
Harrar 1962; University of Florida 2007). The grass stage often lasts anywhere from three
to seven years while the root system develops. Because the grass stage postpones the start
of vertical growth of longleaf pines, longleaf pines are often considered to be slower
growing than other pine species, a characteristic that caused them to be intentionally
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avoided in timber plantation management in the early 20th century (Knapp et al. 2011).
The paper and timber industries focused on volume of forest production in the early 20th
century, and preferred loblolly pine because it immediately started vertical growth after
planting, despite the fact that loblolly produces an inferior quality of timber (Landers,
Van Lear, and Boyer 1995). Management practices implemented by the forest industry
were a large part of the reason that the forests of the southeastern United States
transitioned from predominantly longleaf pine to predominantly loblolly pine (Stanturf,
Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007).
The habitat of longleaf pines is sandy, well-drained soils in warm, temperate to
subtropical environments in the southeastern United States (Kricher 1998; University of
Florida 2007). Healthy longleaf pine stands feature widely spaced longleaf pine trees
with understories composed of predominantly grass (Kricher 1998; University of Florida
2007). When healthy, the wide spacing in these ecosystems allows large amounts of
sunlight to reach all the way to the ground (Van Lear et al. 2005). For sunlight to reach
the ground there must not be understory growth of loblolly or hardwood to intercept the
incoming sunlight. Frequent low-intensity fires control the invasion of loblolly and
hardwood in a healthy longleaf pine ecosystem, allowing biodiversity in the grass and
palmetto ground-based understory. Historically, natural and human induced fires
occurred regularly. To maintain a healthy, natural longleaf pine forest under management
regimes, the forest must be thinned using fire to keep loblolly and hardwood
encroachment at bay (Reinhart and Menges 2004). In order to maintain a healthy longleaf
pine ecosystem using a management regime that mimics natural disturbance regimes,
low-intensity burns should occur every one to three years (Mitchell et al. 2009). The
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importance of restoring the severely reduced longleaf pine ecosystem is becoming more
recognized and appreciated. It is important to note that even longleaf stands managed for
timber production provide important habitat and biodiversity. Given the importance of
restoring the longleaf ecosystem in the southeastern United States, but also considering
the additional effort, cost and time needed to manage longleaf stands instead of loblolly
stands, it will be important to build in incentives to provide a practical way for land
owners to implement longleaf pine management practices (Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer
1995; Van Lear et al. 2005).
Pine is considered to be a softwood species. Though timber produced by pines is
softer than that of hardwood species, this is actually a benefit when dealing with wind
storms and hurricanes. Since softwoods are essentially “less brittle” than hardwoods, they
often incur less damage during wind events (Kupfer et al. 2008). Upland pines, the most
resilient group of trees to wind disturbance, are also the most common type of tree in an
area of the country that is particularly susceptible to wind events—specifically to
Hurricane landfall. While few trees survive the zone that includes the path of a
hurricane’s eye, which is the zone susceptible to the highest winds, outside of this zone,
upland pine is far more resilient to storm damage than hardwoods are (Oswalt and Oswalt
2008). Of the various species of upland pines that grow in areas that can potentially be
impacted by hurricanes, longleaf is considered to be the most resilient to wind damage
(Merry et al. 2010). While longleaf pine is generally more resilient to wind damage than
other types of pine, including loblolly, there are other factors that affect damage levels
from wind such as spacing, stand age, and physical setting and surroundings (Stanturf,
Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007; Mitchell et al. 2009).
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Since the coastal plains of the southeastern United States are particularly
susceptible to hurricane impact, it is important to include the possibility of wind
disturbance in any management plan that is tailored for forests in this area. Longleaf
pine’s importance as an ecosystem and its adapted resilience to hurricanes makes it an
ideal species to plant and manage in the coastal plain. When long term management plans
are created for longleaf pine forests, hurricanes should be included as a pivotal part of
this dynamic ecosystem type (Kupfer et al. 2008). Hurricanes can affect the structure,
composition, and function of any forest they come into contact with and it is wise to
capitalize on a high quality species that is naturally more resilient to such a natural type
of disturbance.
Restoration of longleaf pine forests has become a major goal in the coastal plain
(Predmore, McDaniel, and Kush 2007). Since so much of the historic longleaf forest area
has long since transitioned to loblolly pine forest, it can be a difficult task to restore the
longleaf ecosystem. This transition takes intentional and consistent management, due to
the natural tendencies of forest succession and phonological differences in pine species
(Knapp et al. 2011). The fact that population growth and expansion has spread
throughout almost the entirety of the original range of longleaf pine does not make this
project any easier. The more human development exists in an area, the easier it is for
forests to remain on the loblolly and hardwood end of the succession trajectory. For
longleaf restoration to take place, longleaf must be intensively managed for in spite of
chronic and constant stresses induced by human influences in the area (Van Lear et al.
2005). Forest ecosystem restoration is not an instantaneous event, and it is made even
longer due to the fact that trees have long lifecycles. Many species of pines must grow for
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at least fifteen to twenty years to be considered mature enough for timber harvest (Jokela,
Martin, and Vogel 2010). Entire lifecycles in forests take even longer, and to truly
understand the trajectory of change in a dynamic environment, multiple generations of
trees should be included. Restoration is a long term process involving constant
maintenance. Because of the long term nature of ecosystem restoration for forests, there
is a need for longer term studies of disturbance impacts on forests (Jokela, Martin, and
Vogel 2010).
Hurricanes
The southeastern coast of the United States is an area that is prone to hurricane
landfall and interaction. Because of the frequency of hurricanes along the coast, these
storm systems are a natural part of the life cycle of coastal ecosystems, and should be
considered as a possible factor in forest management plans for coastal forests (Stanturf,
Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007). Hurricane strength is categorized using the Saffir-Simpson
Hurricane Scale. To be classified as a hurricane, winds must exceed 74 mph. While all
hurricane winds are capable of causing damage, higher category hurricanes produce more
severe results and more catastrophic damage. Category 1 hurricanes often cause damage
to tree and shrub foliage, while Category 2 hurricanes can cause tree blow down (Merry
et al. 2010). Historically, hurricanes are believed to have shaped coastal forests for
thousands of years. Category 4 and 5 hurricanes make landfall in the United States an
average of once every seven years (Merry et al. 2010). While it is unlikely that a storm
will affect a specific forest within an individual tree or crop of trees life cycle, these
storms are common enough to be included in management plans.
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Category 1 and 2 storms generally do not cause widespread tree damage (Myers
and Van Lear 1998). Local damage due to these storms is often due to tree location such
as on the edge or in the middle of a stand or due to vulnerabilities of a specific tree that
predate the hurricane. Storms that are Category 3 or higher cause widespread wind
damage, blow down, and wind throw, and can profoundly change the face of a forest
(Myers and Van Lear 1998). Wind force is proportional to the square of wind velocity, so
even within a single category of the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale, there can be a wide
range of variability of damage levels (Myers and Van Lear 1998). Wind speed is the
biggest factor in the amount of damage caused to forests by a hurricane (Nielsen 2006).
There two separate components of wind speed that cause separate types of damage. Wind
speed may be described in terms of gusts, brief high speed winds, which cause breaking
and wind throw, or in terms of sustained wind speed, winds that are less fast but are
continuous for longer periods of time, which cause fatigue and stress to trees which in
turn make trees more susceptible to subsequent winds (Ramsey et al. 2001). Other factors
that can affect wind damage are inherent to the forest stands themselves. The spacing and
density of trees within a stand as well as the species a stand is composed of can affect the
level of damage a storm will have on the forest (Oswalt and Oswalt 2008). As in the case
of sustained wind speed, damage to trees may not be immediately apparent after a storm.
Stress and fatigue to trees may increase susceptibility to disease, rot, insects, or future
wind damage (Batista and Platt 2003; Nielsen 2006). This occurs when a storm damages
but does not kill a tree. If this happens, the timing of future storms and disturbances may
result in a compounding effect on the life cycle of the ecosystem in question. Whether a
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storm strips foliage, breaks branches, or causes wind throw to trees, the ecosystem will be
affected as disturbance allows light to reach the forest floor and causes a change in forest
succession (Kricher 1998).
Hurricanes cause large quantities of litter and debris to be removed from trees and
left on the ground. As debris dries, it can create the potential for intense, wide spread
fires (Van Lear et al. 2005). Hurricanes and fires are both disturbances that affect the
trajectory of ecosystem succession. Just as different combinations of hurricane events can
cause different trajectories, hurricane and fire interactions can also have different effects
when combined in different ways. After hurricanes, there is the treat of uncontrolled fire
damaging not only the forest but also human life and property that is located in and
around forest areas. Consequently, there is reluctance to burn debris after hurricanes, but
it is also necessary to burn to maintain forest health (Myers and Van Lear 1998; Mitchell
et al. 2009). Prescribed and controlled burns are the only practical way to remove the
built up debris after hurricanes, but they are accompanied by increased risk of
uncontrolled fire and reduced road visibility from smoke (Stanturf, Goodrick, and Outcalt
2007). Ecosystem succession is a constant cycle. Even when a hurricane disturbance
causes management goals for a forest to be temporarily put on hold while clean up
occurs, succession still continues. It is important to return to management regimes
quickly after storms to prevent hardwood encroachment into pine forests (Marsinko,
Straka, and Baumann 1993; Mitchell et al. 2009). Hurricanes present management
difficulties, but also present an opportunity for management changes. Severe hurricanes
should be capitalized on to change forest structure and composition to reduce future
vulnerability to hurricanes (Stanturf, Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007). While opportunities
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for improved resilience are available, it is important to prioritize objectives and move
quickly (Marsinko, Straka, and Baumann 1993). Quick action can not only minimize
economic loss, but can minimize ecosystem succession past subclimax pine stage. Not
only will management goals of ecosystem restoration improve biodiversity and wildlife
habitat, it will also increase forest resilience that has been affected by human interaction
(Deluca et al. 2010).
Fire
As mentioned before, fire is an essential component of the longleaf pine
ecosystem. Before human habitation, fires were extremely common in the southeastern
coastal plains (Kricher 1998). Lightning is very common in the coastal plains, and caused
multitudes of low to moderate intensity fires (Van Lear et al. 2005). Due to the great
frequency of lightning strikes and the ideal fire conditions provided by pine forests, it is
estimated that the state of Florida probably had burning fires at least in some part of the
state constantly before human habitation. When Native Americans began to inhabit the
area, they embraced fire as a natural part of the ecosystem, and even intentionally set
fires for management reasons (Van Lear et al. 2005). Native Americans used fire to
improve visibility in the forests, to provide more forage for game to maximize hunting,
and to clear area for food gathering and planting (Fowler and Konopik 2007). The early
European settlers and colonists learned to incorporate fire into their management of the
land from the Native Americans (Van Lear et al. 2005; Fowler and Konopik 2007). The
settlers borrowed some management practices from the Native Americans, but also
adapted some practices to better suit their own and use purposes. The European settlers
also burned the forest to maintain open pine savannas to provide a better environment to
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hunt in and they cleared area for planting, but they also expanded management to
promote grazing for livestock, to clear areas for building, and to promote the growth of
early successional edible plants (Fowler and Konopik 2007).
The use of fire as a practical and natural part of the southern pine ecosystem
began to change after the Civil War. With abandonment of agricultural lands during the
war and the migration to the South of people from the North, there was an influx of
management practices that were tailored to different types of ecosystems (Way 2006).
Many of those who moved to the South were not familiar with fire as a healthy part of an
ecosystem, and in the late 19th century, anthropogenic fires were on the decline (Fowler
and Konopik 2007). Human fires were largely gone by the time logging and railroads had
expanded in the South in the 1880’s (Fowler and Konopik 2007). As time passed, burns
became less common due to policy changes and increased development to the point that
even natural fires were suppressed. Around 1910, the United States Forest Service
implemented a nationwide “no burn” policy to protect the nation’s forest resources
(Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer 1995; Fowler and Konopik 2007). These fire suppression
policies were implemented across the entire nation, even in the southeast where natural
ecosystems were fire dependent (Reinhart and Menges 2004). During the 1930’s, some
researchers in the southeastern United States began to rediscover and champion the
importance of fire to the longleaf pine ecosystem (Landers, Van Lear, and Boyer 1995;
Van Lear et al. 2005). Herbert Stoddard researched wildlife native to longleaf pine
forests, and his management principles drew attention and helped turn the attention of the
Forest Service to the importance of longleaf pine ecosystems as a whole—a source of
timber and a habitat for both plants and animals (Way 2006; Mitchell et al. 2009). In the
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1940’s, the Forest Service took note of the importance of implementing specifically
tailored management practices to different areas of the country and began to carefully
reintroduce prescribed burns to the southeastern coastal plains (Van Lear et al. 2005;
Way 2006). The approach, championed by Stoddard and further developed by his
assistant Leon Neel, is now known as the Stoddard-Neel Method and is a prescribed burn
management system that is practical from the perspective of managing for both timber
and wildlife (Mitchell et al. 2009).
Longleaf pine forests not only occur in an area particularly prone to lightning
induced fires, but also naturally create the perfect setting for such fires to start. Longleaf
needles are an excellent fuel for low intensity fires because the needles covering the
ground contain flammable resin and lie in loosely assembled layers that allow air to feed
these frequent, natural fires (Knapp et al. 2011). Because of the frequent return interval of
about one to three years for these fires, excess fuel does not build up, and the naturally
occurring fires rarely rage out of control (Mitchell et al. 2009). Fire suppression does
more than simply disrupt natural ecosystem cycles. The additional side effect is a loading
of forest floor fuel levels. As fire is suppressed, more needles, more branches and other
debris, and more understory growth builds up. This additional fuel loading can create the
potential for more intense fires even beyond the level that longleaf pines can naturally
tolerate (Reinhart and Menges 2004; Fowler and Konopik 2007).
Human land use choices and fire suppression policies altered natural vegetation
processes and caused the longleaf pine forest to decline (Myers and Van Lear 1998). In
southeastern coastal plain forests, frequent burns are helpful for many reasons including
site preparation for planting, aesthetics, providing habitat for fire dependent species,
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managing competition, disease control, and providing grazing area for wildlife (Mitchell
et al. 2009). Unfortunately, while there are many well-known reasons to implement
prescribed burns, the close proximity of human development and fire dependent forests
often makes it difficult to actually implement prescribed burn schedules. The many risks
to human life and property often create difficulties for forest managers, even since the
1940’s when the Forest Service reintroduced prescribed burns and has prioritized their
implementation. According to interviews conducted with forest managers at the Desoto
National Forest on 21 October 2010 and at the Francis Marion National Forest on 13
February 2012, managers are often unable to stay on schedule with prescribed burns
because of unforeseen weather and forest conditions and the extra risk they would impose
on human life, development, and property in the area.
It is always important to continue to create prescribed, low intensity burns to
maintain the forest after initial restoration actions (Van Lear et al. 2005). Managers say
that even postponing scheduled burns by a few years can allow loblolly and hardwood
encroachment past the point of burn effectiveness. When a hurricane impacts a forest, it
creates a critical cross-road for managers. If a quick, well devised management plan is
implemented, hurricanes can allow forest managers a chance to begin forest restoration
and return the forest to the target longleaf pine ecosystem type. On the other hand, if the
restoration process has already been started, it is important to not lose ground by allowing
succession past the longleaf stage with understory growth occurring in the midst of
hurricane debris (Mitchell et al. 2009). Burning hurricane debris is the only practical way
of disposing of the downed trees and branches, but there are many risks associated with
burning in this situation (Stanturf, Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007). Often, the forest service
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is shorthanded when dealing with post-hurricane cleanup, and all the additional fuel on
the ground after a hurricane can greatly increase the risk of higher intensity fire getting
out of control (Marsinko, Straka, and Baumann 1993). In order to protect the forest and
humans from further damage after a hurricane from an out of control fire, the burn
schedule is often suspended temporarily after a hurricane. Despite the risks of burning in
the post hurricane setting, it is important to reintroduce fire as quickly as possible both to
facilitate cleanup and to maintain longleaf ecosystem restoration by preventing hardwood
encroachment (Mitchell et al. 2009). The risk of post-hurricane burning must be weighed
against the risk of not continuing to manage the forest. It is very easy to relapse to the
loblolly and hardwood successional stage (Van Lear et al. 2005). It is easy to postpone
burning and get off schedule because of the danger to humans, liability issues, permitting,
and the cost of controlling and monitoring burns, but constant maintenance is necessary
to truly restore the longleaf pine ecosystem (Van Lear et al. 2005; Mitchell et al. 2009).
Disturbance
Disturbances are a natural part of any ecosystem, but different types of
ecosystems respond differently to disturbance. A severe disturbance may redirect the
trajectory of succession or ecosystem development (Batista and Platt 2003). The changes
affected by this disturbance can alter the ecosystem community’s species composition
from before and after the event (Smith, Nicholas, and Zedaker 1997). Different
magnitudes and types of disturbances can cause different types of changes to ecosystems
(Myers and Van Lear 1998). Different trajectory ends and directions are also caused by
different sequences of disturbances (Platt et al. 2002). Not only do disturbances include
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storms, fire, other natural disasters, and stresses caused by humans, but for disturbancebased ecosystems like longleaf pine, a lack of disturbance is yet another source of
disruption to the system (Mitchell et al. 2009).
When studying forest disturbances, it is important to keep certain forest
characteristics in mind when structuring the research design. Forests are systems
composed of many types of plants and animals, but the most prominent in the system are
the trees, organisms that have a long lifespan. When studying multiple and often
overlapping generations of trees, it is necessary to conduct long-term studies that can
adequately capture lifecycles and disturbances. It can take fifteen or more years for a
single pine tree to be considered mature (Jokela, Martin, and Vogel 2010), and thus
studies on forest disturbances should span multiple decades to truly capture trends and
trajectories in the forest ecosystem cycle.
Ecosystems are complex systems that are composed of many different,
interconnected components. A change to any one piece of the system will affect the rest
of the system until the system is essentially in a state of equilibrium or until a further
disturbance forces a new response. These disturbances can come from within the system
or from the outside and can allow primary or secondary succession (Spurr and Barnes
1973). In longleaf pine forests, fire has historically been an almost constant disturbance
allowing secondary succession that allowed the longleaf pine and associated flora and
fauna to flourish. Without fire, primary succession occurs as hardwood and loblolly
outcompete and displace longleaf pine. Over the past century, the understanding of the
importance of the longleaf pine ecosystem has caused a shift in management goals. It is
recognized that in longleaf pine ecosystem restoration there is not only a tree species, but
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also wildlife and understory plant species and biodiversity at stake (Way 2006). Longleaf
pine trees and timber produce significant market value as a high quality pine species, but
there is also significant non-market value produced by restoring this ecosystem (Stanturf,
Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007).
When creating and implementing ecosystem restoration plans, it is important to
focus on the ecosystem as more than simply trees. This allows management to
incorporate both fiscal issues and biodiversity issues into a best case scenario that
provides benefits for all interests involved (Stanturf, Goodrick, and Outcalt 2007).
Ecosystem restoration is a process, not an event (Deluca et al. 2010). Longleaf pine
cannot simply be restored to its prior expanse and prominence simply by planting it. It
will also require maintenance and a better understanding of how to implement controlled
disturbances and how to best contain, manage the effects of, and capitalize on the
occurrence of unplanned disturbances. Hurricanes and fires are a natural part of the
longleaf pine ecosystem of the southern coastal plain. The interactions between fires and
hurricanes in a forest can play a major role in how a forest ecosystem develops (Myers
and Van Lear 1998). Given the complexity of forest ecosystems, and the unique nature of
specific disturbances to specific sites, it can be difficult to specify a composition of forest
species that signifies restoration or recovery of a forest (Van Lear et al. 2005). A further
issue is the relatively long return rate of hurricane disturbances that are strong enough to
leave a signature on a forest.
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Landsat
NASA has launched a series of Landsat satellites with the purpose of providing a
continuous set of images that can be used to monitor the earth’s surface and resources.
Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 are sensors that are currently in use and that fall into the
Thematic Mapper (TM) category of sensors that replaced the Multi Spectral Scanner
(MSS) category (U.S. Geological Survey 2012). These two satellites sensor systems have
many key similarities, though Landsat 7 includes upgrades that make its data—from the
Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+) sensor—compatible with traditional Thematic
Mapper data but with some improvements and additional bands and data sets. Landsat 5
was launched March 1, 1984 and is still in use. It has seven bands: three in the visible
spectrum, one in the near infrared range, two in the mid-infrared range, and one thermal
band. For all bands except the thermal band, a single pixel measures 30 meters by 30
meters on the ground. For Landsat 5’s TM sensor, the thermal band (band 6) covers an
area 120 meters by 120 meters on the ground. The key differences for Landsat 7’s ETM+
sensor—launched on April 15, 1999—are that the pixel for the thermal band covers a
reduced area of 60 meters by 60 meters. Additionally, an 8th band was added that delivers
imagery in panchromatic.
Landsat data has been provided for free since 2008. The continuous nature of
Landsat’s multiple, overlapping satellites makes it an excellent resource for imagery for
research on natural resources. The data’s time range spans back to the 1972 with the
launch of the MSS sensors. As more satellites were launched and were collecting data
simultaneously, the density of available data increased. The long range of free images
available from Landsat make it a natural choice for long-term forest lifecycle studies
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(Collins, Wilkinson, and Evans 2005; McDonald, Halpin, and Urban 2007). There are a
few issues that can arise when using time series of Landsat imagery. Cloud cover can be
an issue, and given the sixteen day return rate, if there is significant cloud cover, imagery
can be unavailable except for from weeks or months away from the target date (Wynne et
al. 2000). Landsat 5 is an old sensor and while still functional, has some brightness
issues. Landsat 7 has had Scan Line Corrector (SLC) failure which creates overlapping
lines of pixels in the center of the image and gaps with no coverage at the edges of the
image (Markham et al. 2004).
Landsat imagery is considered to be very useful for post-disturbance forest
succession studies (Sader et al. 2005; McDonald, Halpin, and Urban 2007). Thematic
Mapper is an excellent way to conduct regional scale forest assessments (Roller 2000).
Pine and hardwood have very different spectral signatures (Johnston, Weigel, and
Randolph 1997), and Landsat has been used fairly successfully to classify forests into
pine and hardwood categories (Oderwald and Wynne 2000). The size of Landsat pixels
can make it difficult to classify mixed stands of a combination of pine and hardwood,
however (Johnston, Weigel, and Randolph 1997; Oderwald and Wynne 2000; Wynne et
al. 2000).
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a common tool to study forest
health change after a disturbance. This normalized ratio of reflected visible red and near
infrared uses Landsat bands 3 and 4 (Equation 1) (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman 2008).
In this case, the reflected visible red is designated as TM3 and the near infrared is
designated as TM4.
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NDVI = (TM4 – TM3) / (TM4 – TM3)

1.

Forest phenology dictates some decisions in Landsat imagery. NDVI, often
referred to as “greenness,” is expected to decrease late in the summer as plant growth
ages and dries (Ramsey et al. 2001). The timing of NDVI decrease would be earlier in
dry summers, so imagery should not be used from too late in the summer. It is also
important to capture full leaf growth, though, so imagery should not be taken from too
early in the spring, either. May and June are considered to be summer images that capture
full leaf growth (McDonald, Halpin, and Urban 2007). It is also important, when studying
multiple sites, to choose a range of imagery dates that captures the same season at each
location. Using a similar date for the time series of images captures similar phenology
and zenith angle for each image (McDonald, Halpin, and Urban 2007). Similar dates of
imagery controls for variability from seasonality as much as possible. Cloud cover is
generally unpredictable, especially on the Gulf Coast, as large air masses of warm, humid
air move north from the Gulf of Mexico creating many clouds and storms. Because of
natural variability in weather patterns, there may be gaps in imagery time series. The
most useful time series of NDVI curves captures dates immediately before and after the
hurricane. These ideal NDVI curves support identification of the forest baseline,
damage, and trajectory of the ecosystem (Ramsey, Chappell, and Baldwin 1997), while
limiting the environmental noise.
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Study Areas
The natural ranges of both longleaf pine and loblolly pine, shown in Figure 1,
overlap across most of the southeastern United States (Little 1971). Before human
involvement and fire suppression, loblolly encroachment was largely suppressed by the

Figure 1. Range of Pine Species. Selected forests fall within the natural range of both
loblolly pine and longleaf pine.

natural, frequent fire regime in the southeastern United States. With population growth
and urban development and sprawl, fire suppression has led to the establishment of
loblolly and hardwood forest in previously long-established longleaf pine ranges. It was
necessary to select multiple sites to accomplish goals of this study. No single forest
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existed that encompassed the entire spectrum of storm intensities, storm timing, and
forest management practices within the limited range of Landsat imagery available for
this study. Three study sites were selected for this research, all of which fall within the
natural ranges of both pine species, as seen in Figure 1 (Little 1971). National forests
were used as study sites for a series of reasons: their purpose, size, and overall
management hierarchy; the large area covered by each forest; the consistency of
management practices over these large areas; and for the ease of access to data and the
actual forest afforded by the fact that these areas are managed by the federal government;
and their vulnerability to hurricane impact. Specifically, the Conecuh National Forest in
Alabama, the Francis Marion National Forest in South Carolina, and the Desoto National
Forest in Mississippi were selected based on the method described below and because of
exposure to a range of hurricane intensities at different time intervals.
First, since hurricane strength dissipates quickly after making landfall because it
can no longer be fueled by the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic, only
forests close to the Gulf of Mexico and along the southeastern Atlantic Coast of the
United States were selected. Second, forests were selected to be composed of common
ecosystem types. The United States Geological Survey’s Gap Analysis Program (GAP)
has classified ecosystem macrogroups for the entire United States. Lists of ecosystem
macrogroups were compared to select forests of similar types to control for forest
succession after hurricane impact. Each forest ultimately selected contained many
macrogroups, and each one contained Longleaf Pine (Table 1) (U.S. Geological Survey,
Gap Analysis Program 2011). All of these forests fall into the historical range of
Longleaf Pine (Pinus paulustris) (Figure 1), an at-risk ecosystem that the forest service
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Table 1: GAP Landcover Macrogroups
National Forest
Conecuh National Forest
(AL)

Desoto National Forest (MS)

Francis Marion National
Forest (SC)

USGS Gap Analysis Program Land Cover Type
(Macrogroups)
• Developed and Urban
• Herbaceous Agricultural Vegetation
• Longleaf Pine and Sand Pine Woodland
• Recently Disturbed or Modified
• Southeastern Ruderal Forest and Plantation
• Southern Coastal Plain Basin Swamp
• Southern Floodplain Hardwood Forest
• Southern Mixed Deciduous-Evergreen Broadleaf
Forest
• Developed and Urban
• Herbaceous Agricultural Vegetation
• Longleaf Pine and Sand Pine Woodland
• Recently Disturbed or Modified
• Southeastern Ruderal Forest and Plantation
• Southern Floodplain Hardwood Forest
• Southern Mixed Deciduous-Evergreen Broadleaf
Forest
• Wet Longleaf Pine and Southern Flatwoods
• Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Bog and Fen
• Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain Freshwater Tidal
Marsh
• Developed and Urban
• Eastern Atlantic Salt Marsh
• Herbaceous Agricultural Vegetation
• Longleaf Pine and Sand Pine Woodland
• Recently Disturbed or Modified
• Southeastern Ruderal Forest and Plantation
• Southern Coastal Plain Basin Swamp
• Southern Floodplain Hardwood Forest
• Southern Mixed Deciduous-Evergreen Broadleaf
Forest
• Southern-Central Oak-Hardwood and Pine Forest
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has prioritized restoring. Third, with a number of potential forests selected, the list was
pared down to those that were impacted by hurricanes.
To accomplish this refinement, hurricanes that impacted the southeastern United
States were compared to potential forest locations. Hurricane maps from each season
from the 1950’s on were digitized. While Landsat data is only available from 1972 on,
hurricanes were included from before this date to better understand previous impacts to
the forests. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National
Hurricane Center (NHC) has records of hurricane tracks that include each storm’s
location and strength of the storm at each six hour point. These records were used for
storms that made landfall at a strength of Category 2 or lower on the Saffir-Simpson
Scale. The NHC has shapefiles for all storms that made landfall at a strength of Category
3 or higher, and this data is also at a six hour resolution. All of these storms’ six hour
segments were used to calculate forward speed of the hurricanes by using ArcGIS’s
calculate geometry function for length, and calculating the speed using the distance
covered in six hours.
According to the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale, hurricanes categorized as a 2 or
above cause damage to trees and forests, as seen in Table 2 (NOAA 2012c). Hurricanes
dissipate in strength farther from the eye and as they move in land. NOAA’s NHC
provides predicted estimates of the extent inland that will experience damages associated
with different storm categories depending on the strength and forward speed of an
incoming hurricane as seen in Figure 2 (NOAA 2012a). With distances calculated from
predictions maps for each wind speed and forward speed category, buffers were applied
to each storm making landfall near the potential forests. If a Category 2 or higher impact
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buffer intersected with the forests, then it was included in the potential combinations of
storms and forests shown in Figure 3 (NOAA 2012b). None of the forests selected had
been recently impacted by a major hurricane in the years preceding the dates for Landsat
imagery. Forests were selected to include a range of hurricane strengths and a range of
spacing between storms.

Table 2. Saffir-Simpson Scale Summary
Storm Category

Winds (mph)

Damage Level

1

74 – 95

Minimal damage

2

96 – 110

Moderate damage

3

111 – 129

Extensive damage

4

130 – 156

Extreme damage

5

157+

Catastrophic damage

Trees Affected
A few shallowly
rooted trees downed
Many shallowly
rooted trees downed
Many trees downed
Most trees downed
Nearly all trees
downed

source: NOAA (NOAA 2012c)

All three selected national forests follow a similar temperature regime throughout
the year as seen in Figure 4 (Canty and Associates 2012). Daytime temperatures peak
around 90° F for all three sites in around mid-summer. Temperatures are mild in the
winter with temperatures rarely below freezing. Summers are hot and humid.
Precipitation trends are similar in that they all peak in July (Canty and Associates 2012)
between six and eight inches, though Alabama and Mississippi show more correlated
precipitation curves in Figure 5, probably because they are located closer together
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geographically. Weather statistics were not available for the forests as a whole, so the
nearest station available to or within each forest was selected. Distance from the coast
along with local geographic features may cause variability in averages. The location of
the Desoto National Forest and the Conecuh National Forest near the Gulf Coast may
also explain the higher annual precipitation totals for these sites because of the Gulf of
Mexico as a source of maritime tropical air masses that help cause frequent storms along
the Gulf Coast. The peak months of precipitation coincide with peak cloud cover months
that start in July (USGS EROS 2011), which also falls within hurricane season which
runs from June through November.
The Conecuh National Forest was selected as a baseline of impacts. There were
no major storms that affected the forest. Even Ivan, a stronger storm, was far enough
away from the Conecuh National Forest to classify its impact as lower strength. The
Conecuh National Forest is also intensively managed, currently being restored to a
Longleaf pine ecosystem after previous management as Slash pine plantation. Because of
the weaker impact of storms and the high level of management, this forest was selected to
represent the lower end of the hurricane intensity spectrum. The storms affecting the
Conecuh National Forest are Hurricane Opal in 1995, Hurricane Ivan in 2004, and
Hurricane Dennis in 2005. These affected the Conecuh National Forest at Category 2,
Category 2 and Category 1 strengths respectively. Because Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis
occurred within a year of each other, their effect on the Conecuh National Forest is
considered as a cumulative event.
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Figure 2: Hurricane Impact Ranges. Area impacted by range of wind speeds based on
hurricane strength dissipation over land (Source: National Hurricane Center (NOAA
2012b)).
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Figure 3: Hurricane Tracks with Affected Forests. Six hour hurricane segments which
affected study forests presented by category.
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Figure 4: Average Temperatures for Study Sites. Temperatures in Fahrenheit.
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Figure 5: Precipitation Trends for Study Sites. Precipitation in inches.

Figure 6: Study Forests. Subset of Desoto National Forest used in study.
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The Conecuh National Forest in southern Alabama lies just to the north of the
Florida panhandle and state line. It covers an area of 83,000 acres (Mohlenbrock 1984).
The forest covers an area that is relatively flat in the sandy coastal plain. There is some
terrain relief which provides a mix of sandy, well drained areas and lower, wet areas. The
forest contains cypress bordered ponds, hardwood swamps, and upland pine ridges. The
forest is dominated by area that is appropriate for longleaf pine, though much has
transitioned to loblolly. The area is densely vegetated, though there are also populated
and developed areas throughout the forest boundaries. Hiking, camping, fishing and
hunting area all activities that are common in the forest. Wildlife include deer, turkeys,
raccoons, squirrels, and threatened and endangered species such as the red cockaded
woodpecker, the bald eagle, the American alligator, and the eastern indigo snake.
Historically, the Conecuh National Forest was dominated by longleaf pine savannas and
open woodland (Predmore, McDaniel, and Kush 2007).
The Francis Marion National Forest was selected to represent the extreme upper
limit of forest impacts. The Francis Marion National Forest was hit by Hurricane Hugo, a
Category 4 storm, in 1989. This storm devastated the forest, though it has been well
managed since then. Storm intensity and the lack of storms preceding or following to
interrupt the data time series combine to make Hurricane Hugo an ideal case for this
study. This forest-storm combination provides an excellent example of a forest impacted
by a high strength hurricane, but allowed time to progress through forest succession
without the complication of the effects of other storm interactions.
The Francis Marion National Forest is north of Charleston, South Carolina, and is
located on the Atlantic Coast. It covers 250,000 acres (Mohlenbrock 1984). It lies in an
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area of sandy, well drained ridges covered with longleaf, loblolly and shortleaf pine. The
ridges are interspersed with large swamps and bottomlands that are dominated by
hardwoods such as bald cypress and tupelo gums. Pond pine also exists in the flatwoods
areas. The general pattern of soil across the forest is excessively to moderately well
drained in the western part of the forest transitioning to poorly drained in the eastern part
of the forest nearer to the coast (Gresham, Williams, and Lipscomb 1991). There are
roads, small towns, residential growth and agriculture located within forest boundaries.
Forest activities include camping, hiking, hunting and fishing (Mohlenbrock 1984).
Threatened and endangered species include red cockaded woodpeckers, bald eagles,
peregrine falcons, and American alligators. Threatened and endangered species also exist
in the surrounding and included waters such as Florida manatees and Atlantic sturgeon.
The Desoto National Forest was selected because it was affected by a range of
storm strengths and spacings over the last few decades. The Desoto National Forest falls
between the two other forests in maximum hurricane strengths, and is a more complicated
and common picture of hurricane interactions with forests. The hurricanes which affected
the Desoto National Forest are spaced close enough together in time that new trees in the
forest succession could have been affected by multiple storms before reaching maturity.
The Desoto National Forest was affected by Hurricane Elena in 1985, Hurricane Georges
in 1998, and Hurricane Katrina in 2005. These storms affected the forest with a Category
2, Category 1, and Category 3 strength respectively.
The Desoto National Forest is in southeastern Mississippi. Due to issues with
Landsat coverage including image edges, offset images, and defects in imagery, only the
southern part of the forest was included in this research. The part included is closer to the
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coast and is the part impacted more strongly by hurricanes making landfall, in Figure 6.
The Desoto National Forest covers an area of 500,500 acres (Mohlenbrock 1984), but the
study area used contains only 220,736 acres. This forest falls in an area that is covered in
sandy, well-drained ridges interspersed with swamp areas. The ridges tend to be
dominated by longleaf or slash pine. There are large, open, grassy savannas with
undergrowth of palmettos and grasses. Low lying wet areas are dominated by cypress
lined streams and bottomland hardwood forest. Pinewoods and live oaks are also
prominent. Camping, hunting, fishing and hiking are common activities throughout the
forest. There are many roads and developed areas throughout the forest. Threatened and
endangered species include the red cockaded woodpecker and the American alligator.
Data
Multiple methods and sources of data were used for this study. Historic hurricane
track data were acquired from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
National Hurricane Center and from its Coastal Services Center. These data were used
with United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service reports and data to select the
study’s combination of forest and hurricanes. From this selection, Landsat imagery was
acquired from the United States Geological Survey’s Earth Explorer site to complete a
time series of imagery to include each forest and storm included in the study. Interviews
were also conducted with forest managers at the Desoto National Forest and the Francis
Marion National Forest to supplement and support data derived from the imagery.
Finally, field work was completed in the Francis Marion National Forest to verify
accuracy of forest classifications derived from the Landsat imagery.
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Forest managers provided information about forest history, current forest health,
forest management practices, forest goals, and changes to any of these affected by study
period hurricanes. Interviews were conducted at the Desoto National Forest in Wiggins,
Mississippi in October of 2010 and at the Francis Marion National Forest in Huger, South
Carolina in February of 2012. The interviews were conducted with forest managers,
including burn managers. The focus of these interviews was the effect of Hurricane
Katrina (2005), and Hurricane Hugo (1989) on their respective forests health, how
management practices were affected in the wake of these hurricanes, and long term goals
for the forests.
For each selected National Forest, the available Landsat imagery was inspected to
determine what set of imagery dates to download. Images from each year were selected,
with images from May chosen first, and then the earliest image in June if there were no
available May images or if there as less cloud cover over the forest in the June imagery.
The total number of images used is summarized in Table 3, while the sequence of
hurricanes studied and imagery used is summarized in Table 4. Imagery available for
classification and area calculations was determined based on cloud cover conditions. The
goal of classifications was to capture forest composition conditions as close to
immediately before and after a hurricane as possible. The timing of classifications was
ultimately driven more by cloud cover conditions, however. All images were used for
NVDI sequences regardless of cloud cover, since clouds were removed and did not affect
the extracted statistics.
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Table 3: Available Imagery.

Years
Total Images
Years Missing
Cloud Free
Minimal Clouds
Partly Cloudy

Conecuh
1991 – 2011
21
1
9
10
2

Desoto
1984 – 2011
27
1
5
14
8
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Francis Marion
1984 – 2011
27
1
12
9
6

Table 4: Imagery Use Sequence.

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Francis
Conecuh
Desoto
Marion
NDVI Class NDVI Class NDVI Class
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Methods
The methodology for completion of this study combined multiple sources of data
and integrated them to analyze the effect of various storm strengths on overall forest
health. The general work flow followed the outline in Figure 7. To study how storms
interact specifically with fire dependent ecosystems it is necessary to look at a broad
spectrum of hurricane strengths. Since a relatively low number of hurricanes affect the
entire coast of the United States each year, it is impossible to choose a single National
Forest that was affected by a multiple hurricanes of different intensities and that are
spaced widely enough to adequately capture post-storm ecosystem trajectory using
Landsat imagery’s available imagery dates. Because of these complications, when
studying forest response to hurricane disturbance, it becomes necessary to choose
multiple forests to capture enough adequately spaced hurricanes. To make a reasonable
comparison across multiple forests, forests of similar composition and setting should be
chosen (Gresham, Williams, and Lipscomb 1991). Forest and hurricane data were
combined to select imagery and create an imagery time series for each storm. Each time
series of imagery was both classified to track changes in forest composition as measured
by class areas and was processed to create NDVI’s to track vegetation health changes in
each class. The effect of each metric of forest change was tracked cumulatively to
identify the result of the storm on long term forest health. Each of these steps is discussed
in further detail below.
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Figure 7: Method Flowchart.

Based on the sequences of hurricanes selected for each forest, Landsat TM
imagery was collected. Landsat provides a useful tool because of its range of spectral
bands and because the Landsat database includes a long enough time series of data to not
only include multiple hurricanes at each forest but also to track the changes in vegetation
health after a disturbance at the time scale needed to include entire forest generations. In
order to assess vegetation health using NDVI and to classify the differences between
forest landcover types, May imagery was selected. This allowed for phenological
differences in signature to be present in the imagery. Imagery was selected with as little
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cloud cover as possible. Especially in the Gulf Coast region, there is often cloud cover in
the spring due to the maritime tropical air from the Gulf and poleward heat transport. The
issue of cloud cover necessitated some images to be chosen from early June to provide as
complete a time series of imagery as possible. While there are differences in the
vegetation in each forest, which may introduce levels of environmental noise, using a
similar range of imagery dates in late spring and early summer allows the differences in
spectral signatures to be visible between deciduous and pine while also maximizing
“greenness” before the hot summer months could cause burnout and dryness in the
leaves. Table 4 shows the imagery dates collected for this research.
After removal of areas of images covered by cloud or cloud shadow, all images
were used to create NDVI images. Only images that were cloud free, however, could be
used for classification of ground cover and area calculations. The small number of cloud
free images limited the completeness of the picture of species composition change
especially for the Desoto National Forest. The time series of area per species class was
further limited by the timing and spacing of the cloud free images. Ideally, area
calculations were performed immediately before and after a storm, as well as at routine
intervals afterwards to capture the signature of area change. If there were no available
images immediately before or afterward a storm, no baseline comparison was possible.
Similarly, if there were no area classifications in the years after the storm, the trajectory
of species composition change could not be determined.
A baseline was constructed for each storm to account for natural variability in the
forests. The baseline uses a five year average to capture the normal range of variability in
forest condition attributed to environmental conditions such as drought, extreme
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seasonality, management changes, and other local disasters and changes. The baseline for
comparison of NDVI values was the average from before the storm for each class of
forest cover. The average was generally taken from a span of the five years before each
hurricane. There were a few issues with this, which could have affected the value or the
span of years used. For Hurricane Opal, there was one image missing from the five years
prior to the storm. The pre-storm average for Opal covered five years, but included data
from four images. For Hurricane Elena, only two images were used from the two years
prior to the storm. Only two images were used to keep imagery consistent by only using
Landsat Thematic Mapper imagery and avoiding mixing it with Landsat Multi-Spectral
Scanner imagery. Hurricane Dennis occurred the year after Hurricane Ivan. Dennis’
impact on the Conecuh National Forest was a Category 1 on the Saffir-Simpson Scale.
Because of the low impact and occurrence the year immediately following Ivan, it was
included in the time series for Ivan and does not have its own pre-storm average. The prestorm average for Hurricane Ivan, however, uses imagery from the five years prior to the
storm. This pre-storm average, however includes the years starting in the fifth season
after Hurricane Opal. While there is no immediate drop in NVDI after Opal, the NDVI
values do drop the year that the pre-storm average for Ivan is taken.
All Landsat images were clipped to forest boundaries using forest boundary
shapefiles to define the Area Of Interest (AOI) in ERDAS IMAGINE. This process was
conducted early on to limit the amount of data storage space needed, to limit time needed
to run classifications and other image processing, and to eliminate as many extraneous
classes outside the study area as possible before running unsupervised classifications in
ERDAS IMAGINE.
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Because some imagery included cloud cover, these areas needed to be masked out
before classifications of forest types were performed and before NDVI values were
calculated to avoid bias in the statistics. For any imagery that contained clouds, an
unsupervised classification was run in ERDAS IMAGINE. These images were then
classified as either “cloud” or “no cloud.” The classification categories were converted to
polygons in ArcGIS, and then these polygon shapefiles of “no cloud” were used as AOIs
to mask out cloud cover.
Once a time series of images that were free of cloud cover was produced, imagery
was classified into forest types using an unsupervised classification. Clustering was
performed with a maximum of 10 iterations yielding 30 clusters with 95 percent
consistency between classes. When possible, cloud free images were used for
classification of forest type, and if possible, classification was preformed about every
four or five years. Classifications were also performed in the years just before and after
each hurricane to capture forest cover change. Sometimes, lack of cloud free images
necessitated the use of images in which clouds had been masked out to be classified.
Forest types classified were “pine,” “hardwood,” and “mixed pine and hardwood.” When
images for which clouds had been masked out were used, it was impossible to accurately
calculate area of each class, which led to an incomplete picture of forest change in the
wake of a hurricane. This research does not attempt to compensate for this limitation. For
cloud free images, ArcGIS’s “calculate geometry” tool for area was used to find the area
of each forest type.
Using the Landsat imagery that had been clipped to forest boundaries, Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) images were created for each imagery date. These
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NDVI images were created from the imagery that had already been processed to remove
areas with cloud cover. Once a series of cloud free NDVI images had been compiled,
NDVI statistics for each forest class were calculated by overlaying classification
polygons over the NDVI images in ArcGIS. Using the “extract statistics by zone” tool, a
time series of NDVI values was created for each class and for each forest. Each NDVI
image was overlaid with the most recent classification date before or concurrent with it,
as seen in Figure 8. The average NDVI value within each class for each year was
compared to the baseline to determine if vegetation health had been negatively affected.
This comparison was made by calculating a percent of baseline-NDVI for each class and
each year after the hurricane.

Figure 8: Extraction of NDVI by Classification Type.
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With the statistics of each forest cover type extracted for each year and for each
forest, these values were compiled into a time series of values and graphed. A five year
baseline, or as close as possible, was used to calculate a pre-storm average and each year
after a hurricane was given a value based on its NDVI value for each class compared to
the baseline for that class from before the storm. Time series of the NDVI as a percent of
the pre-storm baseline were compiled for each storm and forest. The amount of time
needed after each storm for NDVI values to return to pre-storm levels was used as one
metric of forest health change.
Linear regression was used to determine the relationship between the percent of
the baseline NDVI, the dependent variable, and the number of years elapsed since the
hurricane. The relationships between percent baseline-NDVI and the number of days
from the median imagery date for each forest. The hypothesis was that percent NDVI
would immediately drop after a hurricane, and that it would increase as years passed after
the hurricane. The number of days from the median imagery date was considered to
account for the effect different imagery dates could have on NDVI values because of
seasonal phenology.
Area calculations were also used as a metric for forest health change. Area
calculations were compared in a time series around storm events to determine by what
date pine area had increased. With incomplete time series of cloud free imagery and
classifications, some area change trajectories were incomplete and therefore inconclusive
for some storm-forest combinations.
Overall forest health is considered to be a function of two forest metrics—
vegetation health and forest composition. The time series allows a length of time to be
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assigned to forest improvement. If no disturbance is evident from NDVI time series for a
storm, the storm is classified as not having a disruptive effect, and therefore with no
disruption, the disturbance can have not effect, whether negative or positive. To track
how changes in the forest affected overall forest health, a rubric was created to combine
vegetation health and forest composition (Table 5). Based on application of the rubric,
forests’ responses to hurricane impact can be classified as having a net overall positive,
negative, or neutral effect on the forest.

Table 5: Forest Health Rubric and Explanation.

Species Composition
(percent change)

Vegetation Health
(NDVI)
(-)
0
(+)
(-)

A

B

C

0

D

E

F

(+)

G

H

I

Class Changes
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Lower vegetation health and loss in target species
Same vegetation health and loss in target species
Increase in vegetation health and loss in target species
Loss in vegetation health and no change in target species
Same vegetation health and no change in target species
Increase in vegetation health and no change in target species
Loss in vegetation health and increase in target species
Same vegetation health and increase in target species
Increase in vegetation health and increase in target species

The goal of the selected National Forests is to restore the longleaf pine ecosystem.
However, the fact that unsupervised classifications only included a “pine” and “mixed”
class, it was impossible to determine whether the area of the target species of longleaf
pine (pinus palustris) had increased. This trajectory of pine type area change was
determined from interviews with forest managers and from published forest reports and
the fact that healthy longleaf has an open understory while loblolly tends to have a denser
understory that would be classified as “mixed”.
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Analysis and Findings
What types of forest change result from different hurricane intensities?
Vegetation health and forest composition changes can be seen in the aftermath of
different strengths of hurricanes. Vegetation health can be negatively affected by
hurricanes for multiple years after a storm if the storm’s impact is of a great enough
magnitude. In this study, significant vegetation health disruption is seen after storms of
Category 3 or Category 4 on the Saffir-Simpson Scale. Category 1 and Category 2 storms
are not followed by long-term disruption that can be detected above background
environmental noise. Forest composition change tracking was limited by imagery
availability, but the pattern of pine expansion after Hurricane Hugo is visible and
consistent with forest managers’ reports of longleaf pine restoration in the Francis Marion
National Forest. Available imagery limited the time series of forest composition for
Hurricane Katrina, the other high magnitude storm, but managers reported positive
progress in longleaf restoration, indicating positive forest composition changes. The
forests that were affected by Category 1 or Category 2 storms had positive changes in
forest composition only if management efforts were intensive, but these changes were not
attributable to the storm.
Two types of forest change are quantified in this research. Forest change is
measured by looking at the health of the vegetation in the forest and by looking at the
composition of species in the forest. The health of vegetation is measured using
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which has been shown to correlate
strongly to both vegetation biomass and to levels of chlorophyll in leaves (Lillesand,
Kiefer, and Chipman 2008). For the forest classes “pine,” “mixed,” and “deciduous,” the
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NDVI average was calculated from each pixel from within each class for each Landsat
image of each forest. By comparing these values each year after a hurricane to the
baseline, a picture of how vegetation health changes over time emerges based on the
comparison of pre-storm values and post-storm values as seen in the following NDVI
time series.
Forest composition is measured by the area of the forest that is made up of each of
the forest classes, “pine,” “mixed,” and “deciduous.” Historically, each of the study
forests was dominated by longleaf pine, but as these areas were populated and as forestry
policy changes were implemented, composition shifted from longleaf pine dominated to
more prevalent hardwood, denser understory, and more loblolly pine. Unsupervised
classifications of cloud free Landsat imagery allowed landcover to be divided into
“forest” and “non forest” with “forest” being further divided into the three forest classes
described above. This three class distinction does not allow for loblolly and longleaf pine
to be separately identified in the imagery, and at the spatial resolution of Landsat
imagery, especially combined with the variation in size and spacing of trees, is not suited
to distinguish between them. The transition to loblolly, however, is generally
accompanied by a dense understory of deciduous groundcover. If the deciduous growth is
dense enough and if it grows to a height where it enters the canopy, the pixels will be
classified as mixed, which is not the target species composition for these forests. By
comparing the changes in area covered by each forest type, the forest composition can be
considered to progress toward management goals if the area of pine classification is
rising or is at least stable since a pure pine classification is a proxy for healthy longleaf
savanna ecosystems.
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The area component of this study was limited by the fact that individual species of
pine are unable to be distinguished between due to Landsat pixel size and brightness
value differences from spacing and understory differences. Cloud cover also limited the
temporal resolution and return interval of available images for calculations of area in
each land cover class. If an image had cloud cover, even if clouds were removed and only
the cloud free area was classified, the area of each class would be inaccurate to an
unknown degree. Because of the low temporal resolution of classifications, it was not
always possible to determine a complete picture of the trajectory of forest change in the
years following a hurricane. The forest composition change limited this study goal more
than the vegetation health change did.
Each forest-storm combination has its own NDVI time series. There is not an
individual species composition change time series for every forest-storm combination due
to the coarser resolution of area classifications. The patterns of composition change and
NDVI change over time are combined to extract differences in patterns of forest response
for different types of storms.
Vegetation Health – NDVI Time Series
A multiple linear regression was performed using each post-storm year’s percent
of baseline-NDVI as the dependent variable and using the years after the storm and the
days from the median image date for each Landsat image of the time series as the two
independent variables. These variables were used to capture the effect of years elapsed
after the storm and to take into account seasonal variability in NDVI values based on how
early in the spring growth cycle the imagery was acquired. The days from the median
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imagery date take into account seasonality at the most basic level, since the variable
cannot include precipitation levels or temperature ranges out of the ordinary for a given
year.
The regression for the initial fifteen years after Hurricane Hugo for the “pine”
class has the strongest and most statistically significant relationship of any of the storms.
This instance shows an improvement in vegetation health over time after the storm which
corresponds to forest health improvements described by forest managers at the Francis
Marion National Forest. The time series for the Desoto National Forest after Hurricane
Katrina does not have a statistically significant linear regression associated with the
general upward trend in percent NDVI associated with the years following the hurricane,
but if the study were continued as more time elapsed after the storm, the extreme values
caused by environmental variability might be smoothed out and the trend line might
correspond to reported increased vegetation health reported by forest managers in
Mississippi. These two are the only storms that caused a detectable level of disruption in
percent NDVI.
The regressions for the remaining storms are neither strong relationships nor
statistically significant or they are negative relationships that are associated with years
with low percent NDVI values that are not attributed to the hurricanes being studied. The
only storms that show noticeable disruption are storms that affected the study forests with
at winds at speeds classified as Category 3 or 4. No Category 5 storms were available for
inclusion in this study. The storms that affected the forests with winds classified as
Category 2 or lower did not show significant disruption. Some of these storms made
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landfall classified at Categories higher than two, but given storm strength dissipation
away from the eye and path of the storm, their effective winds were of a lower category.
Hurricane Hugo provides the only NDVI time series in this study that exceeds the
length of time—15 years—generally considered to be the minimum for a pine tree to
reach maturity (Jokela, Martin, and Vogel 2010). Figure 9 shows the NDVI time series
of the strongest hurricane in this study, Hurricane Hugo, which made landfall as a
Category 4 hurricane in 1989 in South Carolina, affecting the Francis Marion National
Forest. The NDVI values are presented as a percent of the baseline-NDVI values for each
category from the years prior to the storm. A multi-year decrease in vegetation health is
evident in the years following the hurricane. A sudden increase in vegetation health two
years after the storm is likely associated with environmental variability contributing noise
in the data. Following this peak, however, the multi-year upward trajectory to pre-storm
health continues. There is a gap in the data in 2000 due to lack of imagery. In 2001
through 2003, the vegetation health values are low again due to environmental noise, or
natural cycles not associated with a hurricane. While the percent NDVI values contain
considerable variation which may be able to be explained by natural variability of
environmental cycles, there is a drop in values immediately after the storm and a gradual
upward trend in NVDI values over the next five years that then stabilizes and levels off
around ten years after the storm.
The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the entire time series for the Francis Marion National
Forest in the wake of Hurricane Hugo is not a strong relationship, and the relationship
that exists is not statistically significant for any of the three classes. In this time series, the
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percent NDVI seems to increase for the first decade before leveling off and finally
decreasing. This decrease could be caused by natural environmental variability or it could
be a function of forest recovery from hurricane impact. Because this is the longest time
series in the study, there is no other instance to compare the trend after the generally
accepted fifteen year minimum need for pine trees to reach maturity.

Hugo (Category 4) -- Francis Marion National Forest
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Figure 9: NDVI Time Series for Hurricane Hugo (1989). Full time series used.

The overall time series for the years after Hurricane Hugo (1990 – 2011) was
separated into three multiple linear regressions (Table 6), with the percent NDVI of the
“pine,” “mixed,” and “deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the
dependent variables.
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A separate time series was also run for the initial fifteen years after Hurricane
Hugo (1990 – 2004) to capture the a single generation of pines reaching maturity that
would have been planted immediately following the hurricane. This time series was
separated into three multiple linear regressions (Table 7), with the percent NDVI of the
“pine,” “mixed,” and “deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the
dependent variables.

Table 6: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Hugo: Full Time Series.
Hurricane Hugo – full time series
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

8.8 percent

Mixed

9.1 percent

Deciduous

12.1 percent

Significance
Which
of
Predicted
independent
Relationship
percent
variable
Adjusted
(from
NDVI for
contributes
R2
ANOVA
relationship
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
1.003 +
0.004 *
-0.013 56.3 percent
Days
“days” –
0.001 *
“years”
1.028 +
0.003 *
-0.01
57.7 percent
Days
“days” +
0.002 *
“years”
0.973 +
0.002 *
0.023
68.7 percent
Years
“days” +
0.003 *
“years”
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Table 7: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Hugo: Fifteen Year Series.
Hurricane Hugo – fifteen year time series
Significance
Which
Relationship
of
Predicted
independent
percent
Explained by
Relationship
Adjusted
variable
"days" and
(from
NDVI
for
R2
contributes
"year" (from
relationship
ANOVA
more to
R2 )
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
1.093 +
0.007 *
Pine
23.6 percent
0.097
77.3 percent
Years
“days” –
0.016 *
“years”
1.072 +
0.004 *
Mixed
13.2 percent
-0.025 54.2 percent
Days
“days” 0.006 *
“years”
0.991 +
0.003 *
Deciduous 11.5 percent
-0.046 49.0 percent
Days
“days” +
0.000 *
“years”

The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the fifteen year time series for the Francis Marion
National Forest in the wake of Hurricane Hugo is not a strong relationship for either the
“mixed” or “deciduous” classes, and the slight relationship that exist are not statistically
significant. In this time series, the percent NDVI seems to increase for the first decade
before leveling off. The “pine” class, on the other hand has one of the more statistically
significant relationships in this study. This regression only included fifteen years because
that is generally considered to be the minimum amount of time needed for pine trees to
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reach maturity. If new pines had started growing immediately after Hurricane Hugo, this
regression would have captured their percent NDVI trend line until they were considered
mature. This relationship would probably have been more significant and have shown a
stronger trend in percent NDVI growth had the time series been shorter, however,
because the years 2001 and 2002 have very low percent NDVI values. These values are
not associated with a storm, but it is impossible to know which environmental variables
caused these low values that shifted the trend line as the regression line progressed
through the years after Hurricane Hugo.
Figure 10 shows the NDVI time series of the only Category 3 hurricane in this
study, Hurricane Katrina, which made landfall in 2005 in Mississippi, affecting the
Desoto National Forest. A multi-year decrease in vegetation health is seen in the percent
NDVI values in the years following Hurricane Katrina. The time series is short, but
despite a low NDVI value in 2009, the upward trajectory indicating improved vegetation
health is fairly clean. Low values in 2009 may be artifacts of the fact that 2009 was
cooler than usual, perhaps indicating a later than usual spring, thus imagery may have
caught an early phonological stage in the seasonal vegetation cycle. The 2009 low values
could also be an artifact of the dry years prior to the 2009 season, or other natural
environmental variability. There is a drop in percent NDVI values immediately after the
storm, and the time series appears to have a general upward trend, with the exception of
2009. This time series only includes a span of six years, which may not be long enough to
capture the end of vegetation health recovery.
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Figure 10: NDVI Time Series for Hurricane Katrina (2005).

For the percent NDVI data for the Desoto National Forest from the years 2006 to
2011, a multiple linear regression, Table 8, was run using the percent NDVI as the
dependent variable and using the years after the storm and the days from the median
image date for each Landsat component of the time series as the two independent
variables . The time series for the years after Hurricane Katrina was separated into three
multiple linear regressions, with the percent NDVI of the “pine,” “mixed,” and
“deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the dependent variables.
The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the time series for the Desoto National Forest in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina is not a strong relationship, and the slight relationship that
exists is not statistically significant for any of the three classes. In this time series, the
percent NDVI seems to increase with the exception of 2009, which has a very low
percent NDVI value. This decrease could be caused by natural environmental variability.
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This storm caused significant damage to the forest according to the interview conducted
with Coursey and Moody. The time series is very short, however, due to the recent
occurrence of the storm. Forest managers cite improvement in forest health since
Hurricane Katrina, and it is possible that a longer time series would average out natural
variation in the environment and the percent NDVI trend line, which generally appears to
have an upward trend, might have a stronger statistical significance.

Table 8: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Katrina.
Hurricane Katrina
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

14.2 percent

Mixed

10.8 percent

Deciduous

30.5 percent

Significance
Which
of
Predicted
independent
Relationship
percent
Adjusted
variable
(from
NDVI for
R2
contributes
ANOVA
relationship
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
0.892 0.009 *
-0.43
20.6 percent
Days
“days” +
0.028 *
“years”
0.859 0.006 *
-0.487 15.8 percent
Days
“days” +
0.024 *
“years”
0.919 0.008 *
-0.158 42.1 percent
Days
“days” +
0.029 *
“years”
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Figure 11 shows the NDVI time series of Hurricane Elena, which made landfall as
a Category 3 hurricane in 1985 in Mississippi. A signal of disturbance is not detected
following Hurricane Elena. The post-storm trajectory in NDVI is fairly level, though
there is noise in the time series, which is probably associated with environmental
variations. Any disturbance in the aftermath of the hurricane does not exceed the noise in
the system associated with natural environmental variation. A gap in the time series
(1991) results from the lack of imagery available for the study area. Because of the
distance from the storm track to the Desoto National Forest, it affected the forest with the
wind speeds of a Category 2 storm. Due to imagery in this study being limited to Landsat
TM or ETM+ sensors, the pre-storm NDVI averages were calculated from two years of
imagery. The most recent storm to affect the forest before that was Hurricane Frederic in
1979, which greatly diminished in strength as it moved inland before affecting the forest.
The time series for Elena shows little to no trend. While there is a slight drop in the year
after the storm, the values remain stable, though there is likely natural variability present
through the thirteen year time series. There is no evidence visible of either disruption or
of a trend that might indicate recovery taking place over more than a season.
For the percent NDVI data for the Desoto National Forest from the years 1986 to 1998, a
multiple linear regression was run (Table 9) using the percent NDVI as the dependent
variable and using the years after the storm and the days from the median image date for
each Landsat component of the time series as the two independent variables. The time
series for the years after Hurricane Elena was separated into three multiple linear
regressions, with the percent NDVI of the “pine,” “mixed,” and “deciduous” classes used
in each individual regression as the dependent variables.
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Figure 11: NDVI Time Series for Hurricane Elena (1985).

Table 9: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Elena.
Hurricane Elena
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

7.2 percent

Mixed

2.3 percent

Deciduous

3.6 percent

Significance
Which
of
Predicted
independent
Relationship
percent
Adjusted
variable
(from
NDVI for
R2
contributes
ANOVA
relationship
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
0.974 +
0.000 *
28.4
-0.135
Years
“days” percent
0.004 *
“years”
0.933 +
0.001 *
-0.194
9.9 percent
Days
“days” 0.001 *
“years”
0.954 +
0.000 *
-0.179 15.1 percent
Years
“days” 0.003 *
“years”
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The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the time series for the Desoto National Forest in the
wake of Hurricane Elena is not a strong relationship, and the slight relationship that exists
is not statistically significant for any of the three classes. There is little disruption visible
in the percent NDVI trend line for any of the classes that could be associated with the
hurricane. There is a slight decrease the year after the storm, but the percent NDVI shows
mostly random variation that is likely due to environmental variance from year to year.
Figure 12 shows the NDVI time series of Hurricane Opal, which made landfall as
a Category 3 hurricane in 1995 in the Florida panhandle and moved north toward
Alabama. A signature of disturbance in the years following Hurricane Opal is not
detected in the NDVI time series. The post-storm trajectory is fairly level until 2000
when there is a multi-year decrease in percent NDVI. The decrease in vegetation health is
not associated with the hurricane. Other environmental factors most likely account for the
decrease in vegetation health. Any disturbance that may have occurred in the aftermath of
the hurricane did not exceed the normal variation in the environment and thus there is no
signal of disturbance for this case. As the storm crossed the state line, and moved over the
western side of the Conecuh National Forest, it was downgraded to a Category 1. Due to
the location of the forest and storm track, combined with the dissipation of storm strength
away from the eye, the impact on the Conecuh National Forest was a Category 2 and then
a Category 1. The time series for Opal shows no significant change or decrease in percent
NDVI in the four years after the storm. In 2000, there is a drop in percent NDVI, but it is
not tied to the damage of the storm, since the time series is level for the initial years after
the hurricane. The decrease in percent NDVI could be for a number of reasons, and are
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possibly an indicator of natural environmental variation or even of other stresses on the
environment that are not within the scope of this research, but which are indicative of the
fact that the environment is a complex system in which it is impossible to either identify
of control for all variables.
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Figure 12: NDVI Time Series for Hurricane Opal (1995).

For the percent NDVI data for the Conecuh National Forest from the years 1996
to 2004, a multiple linear regression (Table 10) was run using the percent NDVI as the
dependent variable and using the years after the storm and the days from the median
image date for each Landsat component of the time series as the two independent
variables. The time series for the years after Hurricane Opal was separated into three
multiple linear regressions, with the percent NDVI of the “pine,” “mixed,” and
“deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the dependent variables.
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Table 10: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Opal.
Hurricane Opal
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

64.0 percent

Mixed

70.9 percent

Deciduous

57.7 percent

Significance
Which
Predicted
of
independent
percent
Relationship
Adjusted
variable
(from
NDVI
for
R2
contributes
relationship
ANOVA
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
1.053 +
0.020 *
0.52
95.3 percent
Years
“days” 0.050 *
“years”
1.076 +
0.017 *
0.611
97.5 percent
Years
“days” 0.060 *
“years”
1.017 +
0.014 *
0.437
92.5 percent
Days
“days” 0.033 *
“years”

The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the time series for the Conecuh National Forest in the
wake of Hurricane Opal is a negative relationship that explains more of the variation than
most regressions in this study and that is statistically much more significant than any
other forest-storm combination. This relationship however is a negative relationship. The
drop in percent NDVI is not associated with the hurricane. This relationship is due to
some different disruption or stress likely caused by one of the myriad of environmental
variables.
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Figure 13 shows the NDVI time series of Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis, which occurred in
2004 and 2005. The percent of baseline NDVI values are uncharacteristically high in this
time series. The multi-year low in vegetation health beginning in 2000 accounts for this
pattern. This period of low vegetation health, which is not associated with a hurricane,
biases the pre-storm baseline for this time series. Hurricane Ivan made landfall in
Alabama in 2004 and moved north across the state. It made landfall as a Category 3
storm. It never directly hit the Conecuh National Forest. By the time it was downgraded
to a Category 1 storm, it was northwest of the Conecuh National Forest. It affected the
Conecuh National Forest with winds in the range of a Category 2 storm due to the fact
that storm strength dissipates away from the eye. Hurricane Dennis made landfall in the
western edge of the Florida Panhandle the following year, in 2005. It made landfall as a
Category 3 storm, but as it moved inland, heading northwest into Alabama, it decreased
in strength. Its track did not cross the Conecuh National Forest, and due to hurricane
strength dissipation, it would have affected the forest with winds in range of a Category 1
hurricane. Hurricane Dennis was an early season hurricane, forming in July. Not even a
full season of growth occurred between the Hurricane Ivan and Dennis, and because they
occurred in consecutive years, the effect of these two storms was combined and analyzed
jointly. Though neither storm’s impact on the Conecuh National Forest was classified as
a high intensity storm on the Saffir-Simpson Scale, it is useful to include these storms in
the study. Environmental impacts often occur at varied return intervals, and this instance
shows the effect of compounded disturbances on environmental cycles.
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Figure 13: NDVI Time Series for Hurricanes Ivan (2004) and Dennis (2005).
Red line indicates Hurricane Dennis.

The time series of percent NDVI after Hurricane Ivan (with the timing of
Hurricane Dennis superimposed) shows a great increase in percent NDVI in 2005 and
2006, a return to levels from the five years before both hurricanes in 2007, and then high
values again. These values show no disruption that would be associated with the
compounded impact of these two hurricanes. The values are also significantly above the
average NVDI from the five years preceding these storms. The five year pre-storm
average, however, is covers the time span that includes the significant drop in NDVI a
few years after Hurricane Opal. The time series is roughly stable, though the percent
NDVI is significantly higher than before the storm. When compared instead to the prestorm average used before Hurricane Opal (Figure 14), taken from a span of years that is
fairly consistent with the rest of the entire NDVI time series constructed for the forest, the
values are again consistent with the general pattern across the entire time series for the
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forest and also with the pre-Opal average. This time series adjusts for biases from the few
low years of low vegetation health and normalizes the environmental variation for the
forest between the two time series. There is no noticeable disruption either caused by
either individual hurricane or by the composite of the combined hurricanes. The percent
NDVI values in 2007 are low, but not attributed to either hurricane. The vegetation health
begins to improve after 2008, but this change is not associated with the storm and could
be due to a variety of environmental circumstances.
For the percent NDVI data for the Conecuh National Forest from the years 2005
to 2011, a multiple linear regression (Table 11) was run using the percent NDVI as the
dependent variable and using the years after the storm and the days from the median
image date for each Landsat component of the time series as the two independent
variables. The time series for the years after Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis was separated
into three multiple linear regressions, with the percent NDVI of the “pine,” “mixed,” and
“deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the dependent variables.
The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the time series for the Conecuh National Forest in the
wake of Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis is not a strong relationship, and the slight
relationship that exists is not statistically significant for any of the three classes. There is
little disruption visible in the percent NDVI trend line for any of the classes that could be
associated with the hurricane. There is a decrease in percent NDVI in 2007, but the
percent NDVI shows mostly random variation that is likely due to environmental
variance from year to year.
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Table 11: Multiple Regression for Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis.
Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

20.1 percent

Mixed

20.4 percent

Deciduous

18.1 percent

Significance
Which
of
Predicted
independent
percent
Relationship
Adjusted
variable
(from
NDVI
for
R2
contributes
relationship
ANOVA
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
1.300 0.002 *
-0.119 36.1 percent
Years
“days” +
0.065 *
“years”
1.355 0.003 *
-0.195 36.6 percent
Years
“days” +
0.064 *
“years”
1.232 0.003 *
-0.228 33.0 percent
Years
“days” +
0.043 *
“years”

Figure 15 shows the NDVI time series of Hurricane Georges, which made landfall
in Mississippi in 1998 as a Category 2 hurricane which quickly downgraded to a
Category 1 and then to a Tropical Storm. The percent NDVI time series does not reveal a
signal of disturbance in the years following Hurricane Georges. The post-storm trajectory
is relatively level, though there is noise in the time series, especially in 2003, which is
probably caused by natural variability in environmental conditions. Any disturbance that
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Figure 14: NDVI Time Series for Hurricanes Ivan (2004) and Dennis (2005).
The pre-Opal average shown with a vertical red line indicating Hurricane Dennis.
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Figure 15: NDVI Time Series for Hurricane Georges (1998).
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may have occurred in the aftermath of the hurricane does not exceed this natural variation
and does not yield a detectable signature of disturbance. The winds affecting the Desoto
National Forest fell in the range of a Category 1 hurricane. There is a slight drop in
percent NDVI values in the year after the storm, but in the next year, the values are above
100 percent of the pre-storm baseline. The disruption could be caused by the storm or by
natural environmental cycles. The NDVI values seem to indicate minor storm damage, if
anything, with a rapid increase. The time series seems to indicate a fairly level NDVI
trend, which could indicate that the forest absorbed the impact within a season. The
disruption to the forest may have been minor enough to allow for a return to normal
NDVI values by the second season after the storm or the time series may simply indicate
natural variability in vegetation health.
For the percent NDVI data for the Desoto National Forest from the years 1999 to
2005, a multiple linear regression (Table 12) was run using the percent NDVI as the
dependent variable and using the years after the storm and the days from the median
image date for each Landsat component of the time series as the two independent
variables. The time series for the years after Hurricane Georges was separated into three
multiple linear regressions, with the percent NDVI of the “pine,” “mixed,” and
“deciduous” classes used in each individual regression as the dependent variables.
The linear regression and predicted relationship between “days,” “years,” and the
percent NDVI for each class for the time series for the Desoto National Forest in the
wake of Hurricane Georges is a negative relationship that explains more of the variation
than most regressions in this study and that is statistically considerably more significant
than any other forest-storm combination. This relationship however is a negative
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Table 12: Multiple Regression for Hurricane Georges.
Hurricane Georges
Relationship
Explained by
"days" and
"year" (from
R2 )

Pine

48.2 percent

Mixed

46.4 percent

Deciduous

40.4 percent

Significance
Which
of
Predicted
independent
percent
Relationship
Adjusted
variable
(from
NDVI
for
R2
contributes
relationship
ANOVA
more to
significance
y=
relationship?
value)
1.392 0.026 *
73.1
0.222
Days
“days” percent
0.107 *
“years”
1.402 0.023 *
0.195
71.2 percent
Days
“days” 0.093 *
“years”
1.297 0.020 *
0.107
64.5 percent
Days
“days” 0.076 *
“years”

relationship. The 2003 drop in percent NDVI is not associated with the hurricane, but is
likely drastic enough to cause the relationship after the hurricane to follow a negative
trajectory. This relationship is due to some different disruption or stress likely caused by
one of the myriad of environmental variables.
Forest Composition Change – Classification Area Change
Because of limitations on the data due to cloud free imagery, the time series
available for the study forests is has a lower temporal resolution than is ideal to be able to
specifically attribute area changes to each hurricane. The clear trend in the data, however,
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is that the “pine” and “mixed” classes are inversely related in area for all forests. After
the initial damage from Hurricane Hugo, the highest category storm included in this
study, the area of “pine” increased for the next fifteen years. This positive trend in pine
area is consistent with interview information from forest managers’ accounts of effective
management toward the goal of re-establishing longleaf pine as the dominant forest type
in the area. This is also supported by the decrease in the extent of the area of the “mixed”
class. This could indicate the thinning of the understory or of an actual transition from
loblolly and mixed undergrowth to planted longleaf pine. The “pine” class does not
distinguish between longleaf pine and loblolly pine, but the presence of understory
growth can indicate management techniques of controlling the understory with
mechanical thinning or prescribed burning.
Classifications of Landsat imagery were performed to determine the area of each
forest class. Only cloud free imagery could be used to determine the accurate area of each
class. Area classifications were targeted for every five years, though the range of time
between classifications varied to use only cloud free imagery and in an attempt to capture
the years immediately before and after hurricanes from this study. The area for each class
and the total area classified as forest within the national forest boundary were calculated
to make area time series to compare how the forest composition changed and if forest
manager goals of promoting expansion of long leaf pine were being achieved. Rough
temporal resolution of area classifications makes it difficult to pinpoint forest
compositions as a particular result of specific hurricanes, but general patterns are visible
through these times series.
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For the Conecuh National Forest, the total forest area decreases over the time
series of classifications. “Pine” overtakes “mixed” in area in the wake of Hurricane Opal,
and also begins to increase again in area after Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis. “Hardwood”
also shows a slight increase in area over the time series. “Pine” increases after each
hurricane and generally gains ground slightly over the time series, and “mixed”
decreases. The “pine” and “mixed” classes are inversely related in their trends. This is
likely a product of the effect of management or lack of management on longleaf pine and
loblolly pine forests. Longleaf pine is characterized by open understory, and as loblolly
encroaches, it is characterized by the understory becoming denser with both pine and
deciduous growth. As the understory encroaches, it would change pixels that had
previously been “pine” to become “mixed.” Conversely, if more intensive management
practices are employed in an area that had been neglected and was classified as “mixed,”
the thinning or burning of the understory could allow the classification to change to
“pine.” The distinction between the “pine” and “mixed” classes is not clear cut. Because
national forests have an economic importance that national parks do not have, clearing
for timber is allowed in the forests. Depending on the timing of clearing and
classifications, this could contribute to the loss of total forest area in the Conecuh
National Forest from 1994 to 2011.
Figure 16 shows the area change for the Conecuh National Forest from 1994 to
2011. Hurricane Opal occurred in 1995, Hurricane Ivan in 2004, and Hurricane Dennis in
2005. The cumulative effect of Hurricane Ivan and Hurricane Dennis has been combined
in this study, but the classification of areas was performed using imagery that was taken
between the two storms.
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Figure 16: Conecuh National Forest Composition Change.

For the Desoto National Forest, the total forest area increases across the time
series, though “pine” decreases slightly overall, while “mixed” and “hardwood” increase
overall due to sharp increase between the last two classifications. After Hurricane Elena,
the “pine” area increases, but there are 13 years between the area classifications. Since
twelve years elapse between Hurricane Elena and the next classification, it is difficult to
attribute the area change to management associated with the hurricane. In the
classification that was performed on imagery from two years after Hurricane Georges,
there is a slight increase in “pine.” There is a decrease in the area of “pine” after
Hurricane Katrina. For this time series, the trends of the “pine” class and the “mixed”
class are once again inversely related. Again, this is possibly tied to the effects of
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management between these two classes and to the fuzzy distinction between the two
classes.
Figure 17 shows the area change for the Desoto National Forest from 1984 to
2007. There were fewer cloud free images available for the Desoto National Forest than
for the other forests from this study, meaning that the time series is less specific in trends
occurring as a result of storms or other factors than the times series for the other forests
is. Hurricane Elena occurred in 1985, Hurricane Georges in 1998, and Hurricane Katrina
in 2005.
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Figure 17: Desoto National Forest Composition Change.
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2007

Between 1986 and 2011 the total area classified as forest decreased in the Francis
Marion National Forest. The total forest area decreased slightly between the classification
immediately before and after Hurricane Hugo. The area of “pine” decreased by the
classification two years after the storm. “Mixed” and “hardwood” increased in that same
time frame. Over the next fifteen years, however, from 1991 to 2005, the area of “pine”
increased dramatically to above the area of “pine” that existed before Hurricane Hugo.
By the next classification in 2011, the area of “pine” had fallen slightly to around the
same amount as before Hurricane Hugo. Again, the trends for “pine” and “mixed” are
inversely related, probably because of related management effects and the fuzzy
distinction between the two classes.
Figure 18 shows the area change for the Francis Marion National Forest from
1986 to 2011. This forest has the most complete time series in this study. The only
hurricane in this study to affect the Francis Marion National Forest was Hurricane Hugo
which occurred in 1989.
Classification Accuracy Assessments
There are fifteen individual classifications that were performed for the three
forests included in this study. To assess the accuracy, ground-truthing was performed,
collecting GPS points in each forest class. Since the accuracy was assessed by collecting
points on the ground, only the most recent classifications could be assessed. Due to cost
and time considerations, ground truth points were only collected in the Francis Marion
National Forest.
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Figure 18: Francis Marion National Forest Composition Change.

An accuracy assessment was performed for the 2011 classification of the Francis
Marion National Forest. Ground truth points were not collected for the 2011
classification for the Conecuh National Forest or the Desoto National Forest due to time
and funding constraints. Forest Service Maps and aerial photography were used to
visually inspect classifications for accuracy for the Conecuh and Desoto National Forests.
Ground truth points from the Francis Marion National Forest were collected using
Trimble’s Juno GPS unit and were collected across the forest in areas accessible on foot
from the road. These ground points were combined with points from aerial photographs
to assess the accuracy of the most recent classifications.
Ground truth points were collected in the Francis Marion National Forest in
February of 2012. Seventy-eight points were collected total, with twenty-eight in the
“pine” class, twenty-four in the “mixed” class, twenty-three in the “deciduous” class, and
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three “other” points. Table 13 shows the confusion matrix for the points collected and the
accuracy of the classification. This assessment was performed strictly on whether or not a
point fell within the appropriate class. Of the 78 ground truth points, 7 were classified in
the imagery as “pine” while field observations determined them to be “mixed”; 11 were
classified as deciduous in the imagery when they were considered to be mixed on the
ground. These misclassifications account for 20.5 percent of the total points. Further
confusion exists between points considered to be non-forest in the imagery but
considered to be pine on the ground. These points are possibly misclassified because of
wide spacing of young trees not recognized as forest. Because the classification was
divided into three distinct categories while the actual ground cover was composed of a
continuum of compositions of between pure pine and pure deciduous, there was
significant room for subjectivity in the distinction between the three classes. Given the
large pixel size, edge effect, and the continuum of different compositions of mixed pixels,
it is not surprising that the overall accuracy is fairly low, at 57.7 percent.
The overall accuracy is improved if points within half of a Landsat pixel (15
meters) of their actual class are considered correctly classified. This allows for edge
effect, and is especially appropriate given the three classes imposed on thirty by thirty
meter pixels containing a continuum of compositions of pine and deciduous trees. Each
pixel can contain anywhere from 100 percent pine to 100 percent deciduous trees at a
variety of densities and spacing. This means that the distinction between classes is not
rigid. Table 14 shows the adjusted confusion matrix and accuracy for the same set of
ground truth points when points within fifteen meters of their appropriate class are
considered correct. Here, the significant misclassifications between the mixed class and
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Table 13: Confusion Matrix and Accuracy Assessment. Francis Marion National
Forest. Forest cover classification.

Satellite
Imagery
Classes

Pine
Mixed
Deciduous
Other

Pine
Mixed
Deciduous
Other

Producer
Accuracy
75
54.16667
34.78261
100

Overall

0.576923

Pine
21
1
0
6
28

Ground Truth Classes
Mixed
Deciduous
7
2
13
11
1
8
3
2
24
23

Other
0
0
0
3
3

30
25
9
14
78

User Accuracy
70
52
88.8889
21.4286

the pine and deciduous classes are reduced. The adjustment for edge effect improves the
overall accuracy to 73.1 percent, which is a strong agreement, especially considering
potential biases still included in the imagery described below.
The Kappa Statistic (KHAT) takes into account the level of accuracy that would
occur for any set of points simply by chance (Lillesand, Kiefer, and Chipman 2008). It is
calculated from values of the confusion matrix by Equation 2. The observed accuracy,
defined as percent of correctly classified ground truth points, is designated as “o” and the
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Table 14: Adjusted Confusion Matrix and Accuracy Assessment. Francis Marion
National Forest.

Satellite
Imagery
Classes

Pine
Mixed
Deciduous
Other

Ground Truth Classes
Pine
Mixed Deciduous
23
5
2
0
16
6
0
1
15
5
2
0
28
24
23

Producer
Accuracy

User
Accuracy

Pine
Mixed
Deciduous
Other

82.14286
66.66667
65.21739
100

76.6667
72.7273
93.75
30

Overall

0.730769

Other
0
0
0
3
3

30
22
16
10
78

chance agreement, defined as the random chance that a point fall in its true class, is
designated by “c.” USGS uses this method to determine the strength of a classification.

KHAT = (o – c) / (1 – c)

2.

A value of 0.4 to 0.8 indicated a moderate agreement. The kappa statistic for the accuracy
assessment adjusted for edge effect is KHAT = 0.621. The agreement is moderate. The
adjusted accuracy only takes into account edge effect, but of the twenty-one misclassified
points in the adjusted assessment, up to fifteen can possibly be explained by potential
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biases noted during field work. The potential biases include the presence of large pines in
an area, points fifteen to twenty-nine meters from their appropriate class, the presence of
water under canopy cover, recent burns, recent thinning of vegetation, and dense cypress
in stands otherwise made up of deciduous cover. Cypress is unique in that it is a
deciduous tree that is a conifer. Its spectral signature is like that of a pine, but it occurs in
areas characterized by deciduous growth. It is extremely common in the swamp areas of
the forests included in this study.
How does this change affect forest health?
The hurricanes that were the subjects of these two sets of interviews were the
strongest hurricanes included in this study. Interviews with managers at both sites
supported the imagery findings that stronger storms caused more disruption. For both of
these storms, interviews indicated that the forest composition had also progressed toward
management goals of longleaf pine expansion. The vegetation health and forest
composition changes, as supported by interview data, indicate that the higher intensity
storms, such as Category 3 and Category 4, were caused enough disruption to provide an
opportunity for forest health to be improved to historical ecosystem compositions.
Interview data was correlated with imagery derived data to understand how the
effects of hurricanes affected overall forest health. The reported forest health changes in
the Desoto National Forest by managers in the wake of Hurricane Katrina are in
agreement with the percent NVDI results from the Landsat imagery. The imagery show
an initial disturbance followed by an improvement in vegetation health. The time series is
not very long, due to the recent occurrence of Hurricane Katrina. Because of the short
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time series, the trajectory is influenced more strongly by extreme years caused by
environmental variation. It is unclear whether the trajectory of improving vegetation
health is still rising or if it has reached its peak due to the short time series. The results of
the forest composition change from the Landsat imagery are inconclusive with the
interview results. While the interviews cite longleaf expansion in the forest, the Landsat
imagery’s area time series was limited by the availability of cloud free imagery. The most
recent classification was performed in 2007, only two years after the hurricane and within
the time frame when prescribed burns had been suspended. According to forest managers,
the goal of expanding the longleaf forest is underway and positive progress is being
made. Lack of recent cloud free imagery makes it impossible to detect the expansion of
longleaf pine in the imagery, though this change, if identified in future imagery, would
support the positive forest change cited by forest managers.
In an interview in Huger, South Carolina, at the Francis Marion National Forest
on 13 February 2012, burn manager Bill Twomey said that it is difficult to define what
the Francis Marion National Forest would look like when healthy. To picture the goal for
the healthy ecosystem, it is necessary to look back to the nineteenth century, before
extensive timber harvesting, the preferential shift to loblolly, and fire suppression.
Historically, the forest and region was dominated by longleaf pines on open grassland
maintained by frequent burns. At this point, the forest was dominated by longleaf, though
loblolly did exist, especially in lower lying topographic areas in the transition area to
wetlands. Around the time of Hurricane Hugo, the emphasis and goals of the national
forest shifted to focus on the importance of restoring the longleaf pine ecosystem. Forest
managers “rode the wave of Hugo with ecosystem restoration” to shift the forest from
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loblolly back to longleaf. Practical management issues in the wake of a hurricane limited
the speed and extent of achieving these goals, however. In the wake of a large hurricane,
the excess of downed fuel can potentially cause large, high intensity fires that could get
out of control and cause damage to humans and the forest. To limit the risk of these fires,
a twelve month burn ban was implemented while heavy fuel was removed and fire breaks
were built. Prescribed burns were slowly re-introduced, and were essentially back on
track four years later, in 1993. Hurricane Hugo caused large scale damage to the Francis
Marion National Forest, and while routine two to three year burns were suspended, large
scale clearing and funding for mechanical thinning and increased man power, along with
a shift in management practices allowed for ecosystem restoration to take place.
Recovery has not taken place across the entire forest due to management difficulties in
the Wild-Urban Interface, but longleaf pine has been promoted, and managers consider
this process to have taken place more quickly at least partially due to the opportunity
afforded by Hurricane Hugo. Managers at the Francis Marion National Forest
emphasized that ecosystem restoration is not a goal that, once reached, can be considered
completed. To maintain the target ecosystem, they would ideally burn the entire pine area
on a two year rotation. Extending the burn rotation to even five years allows understory
to encroach which makes burning more and more difficult. This goal takes requires more
funding, though, to actively manage the entire area of pine and to restore the longleaf
pine ecosystem. Lack of funding has limited the area that can be burned on a two to three
year rotation, putting a limit on the extent of restored ecosystem.
Reported forest health of the Francis Marion National Forest from managers
agrees with the results from the Landsat imagery. The imagery showed an increase in
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percent NDVI during the years after the hurricane. The area classifications also showed
growth in the “pine” class area over the first fifteen years, and then fell slightly to
approximately equal area with the pre Hurricane Hugo composition by the last
classification performed. This is consistent with forest health changes reported by the
foresters at the Francis Marion National Forest. According to forest managers, Hurricane
Hugo allowed management practices to shift to ecosystem restoration that promoted
longleaf pine. While end goals have not been reached in ecosystem restoration, managers
say positive progress has been made. The changes in vegetation health and forest
composition are consistent with information from the interviews, indicating a positive
trend in forest health in the wake of Hurricane Hugo.
Keith Coursey, a forester and burn manager at the Desoto National Forest, noted
similar trends in forest health and management practices after Hurricane Katrina during
an interview in Wiggins, Mississippi on 21 October 2010. The Desoto National Forest
and the surrounding area were also historically open grassland with longleaf pines.
Timber harvest, disincentives for owning forested land, fire suppression and eventual
preferential planting of loblolly in the twentieth century caused the decline of the longleaf
pine ecosystem. Hurricane Katrina both hurt and helped the forest. The cleanup efforts
were costly and time consuming, and large quantities of timber were unable to be
salvaged, causing a negative economic impact for many land owners. The Hurricane
helped forest health, though, by opening and thinning the forest and by providing the
impetus for emergency funding for the cleanup effort. There were the conflicting needs to
re-introduce fires quickly to the pyrotypic forest but also to minimize the risk of out-ofcontrol fires due to heavy downed fuels in the wake of the hurricane. The longleaf pine
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ecosystem “will disappear without burns,” and fortunately, the local population has
regained a favorable perspective on prescribed burns. Disturbance, both from fire and
from hurricanes, is a natural part of this national forest. The goal of transitioning back to
longleaf pine will benefit the forest and its residents because longleaf pine is well adapted
for disturbances. The forest was not where it should have been in terms of longleaf pine
ecosystem goals before Hurricane Katrina. Especially with the difficulties the WildUrban Interface imposes on management, it is impossible for the forest to return to the
historical natural wild fire regime. Managers noted, “if you want the ecosystem to
function, you can’t not manage it.” After Hurricane Katrina, there were three years
without prescribed burns. Most of the first three years’ work was mechanical fuel
reduction with emergency funding. This funding also allowed a more extensive road
network to be built that allows easier prescribed fire management. Managers expect to be
at full capacity prescribed burn goals by 2015, about ten years after the Hurricane, and
they expect to be further along in their goal of increasing the extent of longleaf pine in
the forest.
Is there a detectable combination of vegetation health and forest species composition that
indicates disruption-recovery as opposed to natural forest cycles?
The results of the time series of the classifications of the overall changes to forest
health rubric provided insights into how different strengths of hurricanes affect forest
health. Patterns of vegetation health disturbance are only seen in the percent NDVI time
series for Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Hugo. These storms are both Category 3 or 4
on the Saffir-Simpson Scale. Category 2 storms and lower on the Saffir-Simpson Scale
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do not have associated patterns of disturbance, indicating that storms below a threshold of
Category 3 may not cause a significant enough impact to allow for forest managers to
capitalize on the disturbance and move towards management goals of promoting longleaf
pine.
The Conecuh National Forest shows improvement in forest health after
Hurricanes Ivan and Dennis, but because there is no disturbance associated with the
storms, this forest health improvement should be attributed to intensive forest
management practices rather than to improvement capitalizing on hurricane disturbance.
Both the Desoto National Forest after Hurricane Katrina and the Francis Marion
National Forest after Hurricane Hugo have experienced reported forest health
improvement by forest managers. In both cases, the improvement is reportedly linked to
effects of management opportunities afforded by the respective hurricane disturbances.
For the Francis Marion National Forest after Hurricane Hugo, the Landsat imagery
captures this change. The vegetation health seems to have peaked in the years after the
storm indicating that vegetation health will eventually fall back into natural
environmental cycles and variability. The forest composition for the Francis Marion
National Forest also peaked over a decade after the storm, falling slightly after the fifteen
year period that is often considered the amount of time necessary for pines to mature.
This could indicate either maturing of trees used for timber or that the capacity of forest
management given existing resources may have been reached, possibly due not to
environmental variables but to funding cuts due to economic issues. With no other similar
length time series for strong storms in this study, it is impossible to pinpoint the cause of
this leveling off. The Desoto National Forest, on the other hand, has inconclusive results
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from the imagery. The vegetation health time series indicates improvement, though the
time series is likely not complete. Due to limited cloud free images for area
classifications, the time series for forest composition ends two years after Hurricane
Katrina. The Landsat imagery results are inconclusive because of this, with vegetation
health statistics supporting forest managers’ claims of forest health improvement, but no
forest composition statistics to confirm this. The time series for Hurricane Katrina is not
long enough to differentiate between natural environmental change cycles and changes
due to the hurricane.
Table 15 shows the times series of change according to the forest change rubric in
Table 5 for vegetation health change and forest composition change. Vegetation health is
taken from whether the NDVI value for the pine area is above or below the pre-storm
baseline. Forest composition is taken from whether the area composed of pine is larger or
smaller than the pre-storm area. The forest composition values are limited in that
classifications were not performed each year, leaving non classified years’ area to be
interpolated assuming a steady increase or decrease in area fitting with the values from
classified years. Based on the recovery rubric, a positive change in both vegetation health
and in forest composition would indicate recovery. A combination of a neutral change
value and a positive in the other category could also indicate recovery. Table 16
summarizes the findings for each forest-storm combination.
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Discussion and Conclusions
Typically we perceive a disruption such as one associated with a hurricane as an
event with a negative impact. Here, the impact of hurricanes of a wide spectrum of
intensities were tracked through time to observe if and to what extent impacts could be
attributed to positive changes for the forests. This research suggests that these events are
agents of positive change when managed. Trajectories of NDVI in each forest class in
the years following hurricanes were the primary indicator of how forests absorb the
impact of different hurricane intensities. Greater losses in vegetation health are correlated
with greater intensity hurricanes (Category 3 or greater). Only storms of a Category 3 or
Category 4 intensity were correlated to multi-year low values in vegetation health. For
the years following a higher intensity storm, there was an increase in vegetation health.
Conversely, for lower intensity storms, no pattern of disturbance or recovery was
apparent. This establishes the range of hurricane wind speeds necessary to significantly
disturb a forest.
Forest composition was used as the second indicator of change in forest health.
Significant change in the area of target species, or the general “pine” class, is correlated
with management, whether intensive ongoing or in the wake of a high intensity storm.
Imagery alone did not support detection of this area change, however ancillary interview
data corroborated the pattern of positive composition alluded to by imagery.
Results derived from imagery are in strong agreement with perspectives and
experiences of foresters at the Desoto National Forest following Hurricane Katrina and of
foresters at the Francis Marion National Forest following Hurricane Hugo. In both cases,
hurricane impacts provided managers with an opportunity to manage forests to a
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“healthier” condition more closely aligned with long term goals rather than allowing the
forest to return to pre-storm conditions. These goals included a movement back to
historic open Pinus palustris (longleaf pine) ecosystems after cleanup of debris and
standing fuel. Table 17 summarizes the imagery results which were supported by forester
experiences. Higher intensity storms showed forest health improvement or were
inconclusive from imagery alone, while lower intensity storms yield no detectable pattern
of disturbance or therefore of recovery that can be specifically attributed to the storm
impact, management, other environmental factors, or any combination of factors. Of the
storms in this study, those of a Category 2 impact or lower were below the threshold of
disturbance and did not trigger forest health improvement.
There were no storms so strong that they were detrimental to the associated forest.
The storms impacting the forests at Category 3 and 4 strengths caused disturbance and
their resulting time series showed either positive forest health changes or were
inconclusive but possessed some qualifications that indicated positive change. Forest
managers can use these results to determine whether to focus primarily on salvage and
clean up or to also include planting of longleaf pine to force quicker forest composition
change in the wake of different intensities of storms.
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Table 15: Forest Change Time Series Summary.

Opal (2)
1995
Ivan (2) & Dennis (1)
2004 & 2005
Elena (2)
1985
Georges (1)
1998
Katrina (3)
2005
Hugo (4)
1989
continued
Hugo (4)
1989

1

(0,+)

(0,-)

(-,+)

(-,+)

(-,-)

(-,-)

2

(0,+)

(0,+)

(+,+)

(+,+)

(-,-)

(+,-)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9







(-,+) (+,+) (-,+) (-,+) (-,+) (+,-) (-,0)





(-,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,+)
?






(-,+) (-,+) (-,+) ( ,+) (-,+) (-,+) (-,+)





(+,-) (+,-) (-,-) (-,-) (0,-)
?
?
?
?
(+, ) (-, ) (+, ) (+, )







(-,+) (-,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,+)

14
15
16
17




(+,+) (+,+) (+,+) (+,-)

18

(-,-)

19

(+,-)

20

(0,-)
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21

(-,-)

10

11

12

13

Net

(-,0)

(+,+)





(-,+) (0,+) (+,+) (-,+) (-,+)

(0,-)
?
(+. )
…
?



(-,+) ( ,+) (-,+) (-,+) …

22
Net


(+,0) (+,0)

Table 16: Findings Summary.

Storm (year)
Opal (1995)
Ivan (2004) and
Dennis (2005)
Elena (1985)
Georges (1998)
Katrina (2005)
Hugo (1989)

Forest
Conecuh

Forest
Vegetation
Forest
Strength of
Health
Category
Health
Composition Disturbance Improvement Relationship
2
0
no
no
weak

Conecuh

1/2

+

+

no

yes

weak

Desoto
Desoto
Desoto
Francis
Marion

2
1
3

0
+

+
?

no
no
yes

no
no
inconclusive

weak
strong
weak

4

+

0

yes

yes

strong
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Table 17: Conclusions Summary.

Hurricane

Vegetation
Health
Disrupted?

Hugo
Katrina
Elena
Opal
Dennis/Ivan
Georges

yes
yes
no
no
no
no

Vegetation
Forest
Health
Composition
Improvement? Improvement?
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no

yes
inconclusive
no
no
yes
no

Forest
Forest Health
Manager
Reported
Improvement?
Improvement?
yes
yes
yes
yes
N/A
no
N/A
no
N/A
yes
N/A
no
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Health
Change
Attributed to
Storm?
yes
yes
no
no
no
no

Future Study
This study was limited by the number of hurricanes that have affected National
Forests in the southeastern coastal plain. There were especially limited numbers of
stronger intensity storms, primarily because they are far less common than lower
intensity storms. If National Forests are affected by high intensity storms in the future,
this study could easily be expanded. This would not only allow more storms to be
compared, but would also extend the time series of some of the more recent storms,
perhaps allowing a more complete picture of the trajectory of recovery to be seen. It
could also allow the differences in signatures between recovery and natural
environmental cycles to be differentiated more effectively.
If future studies are performed, forest composition change could be more
effectively determined if specific pine species were able to be separately classified in the
imagery. Higher spatial resolution imagery or hyper-spectral imagery might allow for
different species of pines to be distinguished. Even if the individual pine species were
unable to be determined, the healthier pine stands with open understory could be more
easily separated from the pines with understory encroachment.
Further correlations between specific management practices and specific storms
should be studied to give forest managers more specific sets of practices to use in the
wake of different types of storms. Results could also be more specific if the impact zone
across each forest were broken down by category. For this study, each storm was
considered to impact the entire forest at the same strength intensity. In reality, it is
possible for a storm to affect the side of the forest closer to the storm with a higher
intensity than the side of the forest farther away from the eye and path. If each forest-
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storm combination were broken down further into multiple zones of different impacts, the
patterns of recovery might be more distinct. This could also allow for environmental and
management factors to be distinguished better from hurricane impact related forest health
changes.
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